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ADJOURNMENT-SPEOIAL.

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hon. H. S.
W. Parker-MNetropolitan-Subuirban): I
move-

That the House at its rising adjourn till
Tuesday the 7th Dleemiber, at 3 p.m.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 12.37 a.m.(Fia)

Thursday, 2nd December, 1948.
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The SPEAKEtook the Chair at 3 p.m.,
and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

MIDLAND JUNCTION WORKSHOPS.

As to Costing System.

Mr. BRADY asked the Minister for Rail-
ways:

(1) Hov' many meetings have been ar-
ranged between the C.M.E. branch Govern-
ment workshops and shop stewards to dis-
cuss the new costing system?

(2) Did the C.M.E. promise to discuss the
new system monthly, and fail to carry out
this promise?

(8) Is it the intention of the C.M.E. to
call any further meetings?

TPhe MINISTER replied:

(1) One.

(2) At the meeting, held in March, the
Chief Mechanical Engineer promised to hold
a further meeting towards the end of April
if such could be arranged. However, the
exigencies of the service prevented this, and
with the smooth working of production con-
trol, with which costing is allied, a further
meeting was considered unnecessary.

(3) Yes, if the joint union executive de-
sires it, or the Chief Mechanical Engineer
considers a further meeting desirable.

MILK.

As to Contributionsq to Compensation Fund.

Hon. S. T. TONKIN asked the Minister
for Lands:

(1) What persons or firms holding ven-
dors' or treatment licenses have not contri-
buted to the Compensation Fund the as-
sessed amounts required as contributions
from them under the Milk Act?

(2) What amounts are outstanding, in
each case?

(3) What action, if any, is it proposed
to take to adjust matters equitably between
licensees who have paid contributions to the
Compensation Fund and those who have
not?

The MINISTER replied:

(1) and (2) The following persons and
firms holding vendors' and treatment licenses
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are the major non-c!ontributors to the Com-
pensation Fund, under the Milk Act.-

Amount of Amount
Unpaid due but

Name. Assesamentq Assessed as Total.
on Returns Returns
Submitted. Out-

standing.

Z s. d. 4C L 4. C S. d.
BrOwns Limited 834 9 10 Nil. 834 9 10
Bhrkback Model

Dairy 4338642 18 0 8o608
CesaarER X 2617 10 10 00 36 1710
Connoiy,1. F_. 818 3 2 00 10188
Delia, W__....1,181 B 4 Nit 1,181 B 4
9nbby, W.. 01 5 4 0 0 10 1 B
Ideal Dairea, Ltd USa 0 10 Nil 148 0 10
Kieluan, C. J. &

SWo .. .. 20 5 9 20 8 2 40 1611
Marchant,7F.BS . 11 109 2 109 140 9
Masters Dairy Pty..

Ltd...........80 17 1 160 0 0 239 17 4
Xitche, E.g. 5 10 8 5 10 0 11 0 6
Moase , R.M 68 8 1 7 12613011 814 1 6

MUMZ.T.6 A9 2 5 11 0 0 20 2 5
Mounsey & Scerer 16 2 0 8 1 0 24 3 0
slieppards Dry 119 55 1820 0 21565
Smith, Albert 4 12210 800 1012 10
BpmottXU.R. 7 0 10 8 10 0 10 10 10
South West Dairy
pamen Voop..
L(d. ._ 373 3 4 NIl 373 3 4

Taylor and Hart .. 5 17 ii 5 10 0 11 7 1

13,509914 719629 7 11 24,129 1 8

(3) Licenses have been requested by the
board to pay outstanding assessments. In
view of lack of power in the Milk Act for
the recovery of outstanding assessments to
the Compensation Fund, it is regretted
that no further Action can be taken.

StTPERPHOSPHATE.

As to Freight Haulage.

Mr. STYANTS asked the Minister for
Railways:

(1) What is the ordinary freight on
superphosphate, per ton mile, hauled by the
railways?1

(2) What is the average haulage cost
per ton mile for superphosphate upon which
a subsidy is paid (including the amount of
suhsidy)?1

(3) What is the freight rate, per ton mile.
on superphosphate delivered to wheat farm-
ers before the end of this year?

(4) What is the average cost, per ton
mile, of freight hauled by the railways?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) On the average haul for 1947-48, i.e.,

155 mile;, the freight per ton mile is .M4d.
-(2) 4%d.

(3) Answered by No, (1).
(4) Approximately 3d.

BUSH FIRES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(No. 1) SELECT COMMITTEE.

Extension of Time,

On motion by the Minister for Lands, the
time for bringing up the report of the
Joint Select Committee was extended to
the 9th December.

BILL-SOUTH FREMANTLE OIL
INSTALLATIONS PI1PE LIKE.

Third Reading.

THE MINISTER 'FOR LANDS Iqlion. 1.
Tborn-Toodyay) [3.8]: 1 move--

That the Bill be now read a third timne.

I promised the Deputy Leader of the Op-
position to inquire whether the Fremantle
Municipal Council and tbe Fremantle Road
Bos~d had been approached by the Com-
monwealth regarding the Bill. I have com-
municated with them and have ascertained
that both have received full particulars of
and have agreed to the proposals.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a third time and transmitted
to the Council.

BILL-WHEAT INDUSTRY
STABILISATION,

Message.

Message from the Governor received and
read recommending appropriation for the
purposes of the Bill.

BILLr-LAND ACT AMENDMENT
(No. 1).

Council's Amendment.

Amendment made by the Council now
considered.

In Committee.

Mir. Hill in the Chair; the Minister for
Lands in charge of the Bill.

Clause 3: Add after the word "Act" at
the end of the clause the words "Nothing
in this section shall apply north of the
twenty-sixth parallel of latitude."

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: The ob-
ject of the Bill was to entitle natives to
select larger areas of land than is per-
mitted under the Act. Members represent-
ing the North Province in another place
felt concerned about its application to the
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North, believing that some of the natives
might select pastoral leases or dummy for
other parties. I have assured them that
the matter would be under the control of
the Minister and that this aspect would be
carefully watched. However, I have no
great objection to exempting the North.

Hon. A. A. MW. Coverley: Then why did
you include it in the Bill?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: It was
inserted after fail consideration.

Hon. A. RL. G-. Hawke: By whom?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: If the
member for Rinmberley, who has a wide
experience of the North, thinks otherwise
and other members agree with him, I shall
not approve of the amendment. I should
like to hear an expression of opinion from
other members.

Hon. A. H. Panton: What are you going
to do, agree or disagree?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Disagree,
and see how we get on.

Hon. A. H. Panton: That is right; show
a bit of backbone.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: I move-
That the amendment be not agreed to.
Hon. A. A. 14. COVERLEY: I am not

concerned as to what attitude the Minister
adopts to the amendment. I am satisfied
that the provision was inserted in order to
gain a bit of kudos for the Government and
impress the section of the community that
is always harping on the note of getting
improvements in the conditions for natives.
The Government has done nothing for them.
There is not a decent bit of pastoral coun-
try in the North for black or white
to select. The only decent country with
water supplies and anywhere near the coast
was selected 45 or 50 years ago. The only
vacant areas of pastoral land that could be
taken up are so far out in the desert they
they are worthless to anyone.

The Minister for Lands: McLeod already
has an area there.

Ron. A. A. M%. COVER.LEY: Yes, an area
that someone else had and abandoned or
did not select. When speaking on the Esti-
mates last session, I pointed out that the
Government had made all sorts of promises
as to what it was going to do for the uplift-
ing of the natives. So far it has done
nothing. I regard this Bill as a continua-

tion of what has been going on since th,
p resent Government took office-snakinj
half-promises to do something for thi
natives. Members of the North Provinei
evidently object to the- application of thb
Bill to the North. Why, I do not know
because there is no land available that white
black or brindle would select,

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Had thi
member for Kimberley expressed his view
on the second reading debate, they weak(
have been of greater value to mnc when con
sidering the matter. Of course, he bad V'
introduce his little bit of propaganda.

Hon. A. A. 1. Coverley: At your invite,
tion.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS:- I did
not ask the hon. member to employ E
political touch. The Government is en.
deavouring to do something for the natives,
Under this amendment, we are deflnitol3
doing something for them. The idea is tc
give eligible natiives who served in the wai
an opportunity to take up a suficient area
of land, in common with other members of
the community, in order that they might
make an honest living. It is nonsensical for
the hon. member to shy we are putting it
up as political propaganda.

I gave members sufficient information to
show that there are educated natives, men
who served in the wvar, restricted to holdings
of 200 acres, which are insufficient to give
them a living. After representations bad
been made to the department, the Govern-
ment decided to give these men an oppor-
tunity. I amn not too well acquainted with
the conditions in the North, but the Com-
munist or half-caste McLeod, who has ral-
lied -the natives in the North a Communists,
holds about 320,000 acres and is likely to
apply for additional leases. Under the Act
the limnit for a pastoral lease is 1,000,000
acres, I am concerned to know whether we
should exempt the North in order to prevent
that sort of thing. I amn watching McLeod.
So far he has done nothing by way of im-
provements to comply with the conditions
of his lease. However, he has had his hold-
ing for only two years and it is a little
early to start placing restrictions on him.
My friend has introduced a political touch
into the Government's action. This Govern-
ment is sincere in trying to do something
for the natives.
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Hon. A. H. PANTON: I am pleased that
the Minister has moved to disagree with the
amendment. If the Government desires to
give the natives an opportunity of obtain-
ing wore than 200 acres, they must be given
that right in the North as well as in the
South. Personally, I think this will do the
natives no good at all. I do not think ithey
are sufficiently well educated to take up
more than 200 acres of land. I am prepared
to support the Mfinister if he sticks to his
guns.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: We do not know
that he will stick to his guns, On another
occasion this session, he was going to fight
the Legislative Council, and he fought it
all right but crumpled up when the barrage
came, The least we should do for the
aborigines is what is suggested in the Bill,
They were the original owners of the coun-
try.

Hon. H. NULSEN: I am pleased that
the Minister has, moved to disagree with the
amendment. Oair natives have been treated
harshly. I agree with the member for
Leaderville that they are not sufficiently
learned, but they would be if they had an
opportunity.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

Resolution reported and the report
adopted.

A committee consisting of Hon. A. A. 1.
Ceverley, Mr. Brand and the Minister for
Lands drew up reasons for not agreeing to
the Council's amendment.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

BIIAL-HEALTH ACT AMENDMENT
(No. 2).

Returned from the Council with amend-
nments.

BILL-CITY OF PERTH ELECTRICITY
AND GAS PURCHASE.

Message.

Message from the Governor received and
read recommending apprepriation for the
purposes of the Bill.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

RON, A. R. G. HAWEE (Northam)
[3.24]: The Bill covers a transaction of
major importance because it will make tegal
an agreement already entered into between
the Government and the Perth City Council
under the provisions of wvhich the 'Govern-
ment is to purchase the electricity -and gas
undertakings operated at the preshnt time
by the council. The total purchase price to
be paid is £C3,000,000, spread over 50 years
at the rate of £5,000 per month. The BiUl,
if it becomes law, will terminate the agree-
ment entered into between the State and
the Perth City Council as far back as 1913.
That agreement provided terms which the
passing of time has shown to have been
conrpletely favou-rable to the Perth City
Council and the other local authorities con-
cerned; and very unfavourable, in the finan-
cial sense at least, to the Government.

One of the provisions in that agreement
was that the Government, from its electric
power station at East Perth, should supply
to the Perth City Council and to other local
authorities whose districts were wholly or
partly within a radius of five miles of the
G.P.O., Perth, electric current at a price
not exceeding ,75d. per unit. The agree-
ment on that point, and on others, too,
was to last for 50 years, which means that
its currency would not he concluded until
1963. The Minister, in his speech in ex-
plaining- the Bill, told us there are at pre-
Sent-two local authorities, in addition to the
Perth City Council, benefiting from the
agreement. He also said that there had
been two other local authorities also bene-
fitting by agreements which they had with
the Perth City Council, but which had ex-
pired.

I think it would be of considerable interest
to all members if the Minister in his reply
indicated the names of the four local authori-
ties in question-that is, the names of the
two local authorities which, in addition to
the Perth City Council, are still benefiting
from the agreement, and the names of the
other two which have ceased to benefit be-
cause the agreements they had with the
Perth City Council have expired. Members
-who have followed the upward movement in
the cost of Generating electric current, in
recent years particularly, will be well aware
that the Government has lost a large sum
of money in selling electric current to the
Perth City Council at .75d. per unit, be-
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cause the actual cost of generating current
at the East Perth Power House has been
above that figure.

That has meant the Government has been
losing money on every unit of current
wenerated and sold to the Perth City Council.
The Minister told us that approximately
£1,000,000 had been lost by the Govern-
ment during the 35 years the agreement has
been in operation. That figure is a tre-
mendous one for a comparatively small
undertaking like the East Perth scheme.
The Minister further told us that at pre-
.ent the rate ot loss in supplying current to
the Perth City Council under this agreement
is £140,000 per annum. The information the
Minister gave under that heading does not
constitute the whole story. It might indi-
cate that the Government has lost all that
money and that the City Council, on the
other hand, has benefited financially to that
extent. That, of course, is not the true posi-
tion at all. I know that the Perth City
Council has made a lot of money out of its
work as a distributor of electric current but
I should think the money or profit made by
the Perth City Council in that regard has
enabled the council to keep down consider-
ably tihe rates which it imposes upon its
ratepayers for the purpose of carrying on
the geaeral affairs of the council.

The Minister for Works: That would in-
evitably be so.

Hon. A. R1. G. HAWKE: Neverthelbss
I think it can truthfully be claimed that
the Perth City Council has passed some of
the beneft on to the industries operating
within its boundaries because the prices
charged for electric current by the Perth
City Council are lower today, and bare been
lower for a considerable time, than similar
charges made by the Government to in-
dustries just outside a five mile radius from
the Perth G.P.O.

The Minister for Works: That is con-
ceded, too.

Hon. A. RI. GI. HAWKE : Thirther, the
agreement that has been operating for 35
years has not been completely a curse, if
I might use that term to describe it. It
might be appropriate to describe the agree-
ment as having, in the first place, repre-
aeated a subsidy by the Government to the
Path City Council and its ratepayers, and
in the second place a subsidy by the Govern-

meat to secondary industries situated and
operating within a five mile radios of the
Perth G.P.O. To the extent that the Gov-
ernment hss subsidised the Perth City
Council by enabling it to make substantial
profits out of the distribution of electric
currant, the ratepayers of the City of Perth
bave substantially benefited inasmuch as the
rates they have paid to the Perth City
Council have been much lower than they
could possibly have been except for the
profit which the Couneit has been able to
obtain as a distributor of Government-pro-
duceed electric current.

During the last 10 years particularly,
Governments in this State have concentrated
upon the (Timficult task of trying to expand
secondary industries within the State and
have provided a large sum of money either
directly, or by way of Government guaran-
tee to banks, to assist industry to expand.
Governments have almd provided a fair
a1mount Of valuable technical assistance of
one type or another to achieve the same
objective. During that period especially
secondary industries have developed to a
material extent in this State, and particu-
larly within a radius of five miles from the
Perth G.P.O. It might therefore be logical
to argue that this agreement has not been
as iniquitous in the indirect beneficial re-
sults it has produced for the Government
and for the State, as might appear at first
glance.

Although the State might have lost
£C1,000,000 during the 35 years the- agree-
ment has been in operation and although
the State might be losing at the rate of
£140,000 per year at present because of
the operation of the agreement, I think con-
siderable benefits have accrued especially in
the field of secondary industries. This is
so because of the fact that the Government
has been selling electric current produced
by it to the Perth City Council at below
cost and the council in turn has been sell-
ing the t current to consumers, specially in-
dustrial consumers, at a price far below
what the Government would have been sell-
ing it to them had the Perth City Council
not been in business at al11 as a distributor
of current for the Government.

T think the Minister indicated yesterday,
in reply to a series of questions submitted
to him by the member for Maylands, that
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the price which the Government, through
the State Electricity Commission, would
charge in the near future for electric cur-
rent would increase. I think it is inevit-
able that the price to be charged by the
Government after the agreement becomes
law will increase substantially. To the ex-
tent that the price does increase wilL in-
dustries in the area concerned have to meet
a much larger bill for electric current
and consequently have to meet larger
or heavier costs of production. That
in turn will set in motion once again the
vicious circle which we have seen operating
at such a g-reet pace in so many fields of
production in recent months. The industries
doncerned will have no option but to apply
to the Commissioner of Prices for authority
to charge more for the goods which they
are producing. Where those goods find a
place in the calculations which will be made
in respect of the cost of living as applied
to the basic wage, then the Arbitration
Court will be compelled, on the figures sub-
mitted to it, to increase the basic wage.
Thus the merry game will continue at an
even greater pace than at present-

I hope that the Minister in replying to
the second reading debate on the Bill, wvill
-ire the House some detailed information
a-, to the increased prices likely to be
tcharged by the Commission for electric cur-
rent, espcially in the area now being served
by the Perth City Council under the terms
of the existing agreement. It might be that
the MNinister knows it is the intention of
the Commission to increase substantially
the price for current within the five mile
radius and also to increase the price outside
or that radius. J think members are en-
titled to have the fullest information upon
that point before consideration of the Bill
is finalised. I am not suggesting that any
member of this House would oppose it for
the purpose of defeating any proposed in-
creases in charges for electric current. How-
ever, it would greatly assist -us in a comn-
plete consideration of the Bill, and the
agreement which it is proposed to ratify,
if we could have made available to us de-
tailed information as to the policy of the
Commission in respect of price increases
for electric current in the near future.

More than industrial concerns are vitally
affected by the price of electric current. The
ordinary domestic consumer is materially

affected in these day;, because of the asia-
tence of wireless, refrigerators and so on,
and he is a much heavier consumer
than hie was sonmc years ago. If
domestic consumers within the, five-mile
radius are to suffer substantiaW n
creases in the charges for current both for
domestic and power requirements, then 1
think Parliament should have the fullest
information possible as to those proposed
increases which will doubtless be brought
into operation early in 1949. 1 know that
the industrial development which has taken
place in Western Australia, and especially
within an area of five miles from the Perth
G.P.O., has occurred ink recent years because
of the fact that the price of electric cur-
rent has been reasonably low, and to a
large extent comparable with the. price
charged in the other capital cities of the
Commonwealth.

The Minister for Works: You have no
comparative figures in your mind, have you!

Hon. A. Ri. G3. HAWKCE: They are not
in my mind, but I know the Minister could
obtain comparative figures quite easily from
the Department of Industrial Development
,which is vitally concerned in this matter.
He could also obtain them from the chair-
man or the secretary of the State Electri-
city Commission because naturally both the
Department of Industrial Development and
the Commission have most up-to-date figures
on this subject.

The Minister for Works: There are sev-
eral bases of charging over there. They are
so entirely different from here that com-
parisons are not easy.

Hon. A. Rt. G-. HAWKIE: I know that the
price of electric current per unit reduces as
an industry takes an increasing quantity of
power per week or month.

The Minister for Works: I think that is
so.

Hlon. A. R. 0. HAWKE: But I think the
Minister, if he were to obtain the compara-
tive figures, would find that the prices
charged within a five mile radius of the
Perth G.P.O. are comparable, on a fairly
even basis, to charges made to secndary
industries within a similar radius of the
G.P.O's in the other capital cities of Aus-
tralia. There is more than one meason why
secondary industries would locate -them-
selves within five miles of the 0-P.O. in
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capital cities. Nevertheless, one most im-
portant reason would be the availability of
electric power at a low price compared with
what would have to be paid once any such
industry was established beyond that reason-
able distance from the heart of a capital
city. I hope the Minister will be able to
obtain as much detailed information as pos-
sible in this regard and make it available to
us when he replies to the debate. During
the course of his speech, the Minister said
it was essentially a matter for the GoDvern-
ment to take the first step to cancel the
existing agreement between the Government
and the Perth City Council. I am not quite
,sure what the Mlinister intended to convey
by that.

The Minister for Works: Only that there
was no similar obligation upon the City
Council.

Hon. A. i. G. HIAWKE: No, there was
no obligation upon the City Council to
endeavour to cancel the agreement or have
it amended because, obviously, the City
Council was benefiting from it, so that it
would be anxious to have the agreement con-
tinue for its full currency until 1963 and
then probably to have it renewed.

The Minister for Works: That is so.

Iron. A. R. G. HAWKE: I was wvonder-
ing whether the Minister had in mind, when
he made that statement, the possibility that
the Government, if the negotiations had not
been successful, would have been compelled
to seek parliamentary approval for the can-
cellation of the agreement.

The Minister for Works: I have my own
theys are tat, thI junte. tosawa
views one tat thi dnt cretosa wa

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I think the Min-
ister has indicated indirectly what his views
are on the point, and they are in line with
what -was suggested by the Minister for
Housing a few weeks ago when we were
debating the action of the Government in
handing hack to Amalgamated Collieries of
W.A. Limited, the Black Diamond leases.
The Minister for Housing indicated then
that, if -necessary, the Government would be
prepared to take drastic action to ensure
that the inequitable agreement between the
Perth City Council and the Government was
brought to an end.

The Minister for Housing: Not drastic
action, but appropriate action.

Hen. A. R. G. HAWKE. The Ministe3
may have referred to, appropriate action
but he meant drastic action.

The Minister for Housing: No.

Hon. A. P, 0. HAWKE. I say that be
cause, by interjection, I indicated the linf
that both the Government and Parlianen
would be justified in taking, when tho
Minister complained about the agreement
because it was suggested that, if necessary
legislation should be brought before Par,
liament for the purpose of bringing thi
agreement to an end.

The Minister for Works: I think you hai
better compromise and use the term "neces,
sary action,'

Hon. J1. T. Tonkin: Necessary actiox
would be drastic action, so where do yot
get?

Hon. A. RI. G. HAWKE: If the negotia.
tions between the Government and the Peril
City Council had failed because the coun.
cil had refused to budge an inch, what alter.
native would the Government have had?

The Minister for Ho using: It might hsvi
amended the agreement to provide thal
prices should he equal to costs.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I presume tlu
Minister means that the Government might
in those circumstance;, have brought to Par.
liament legislation to amend the agreement
irrespective of the opposition of the Perti
City Council to any such line of action.

The Minister for Housing: Parliameni
would need to determine what was equitable

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I agree thai
that -would be so, but I think that if the
situation had developed to such a point, the
Minister and the Government would havi
been completely justified in asking Parlin,
ment to consider the position and to take
positive action for the purpose of amending
the agreement in such a way as to make ii
equitable, in the light of present-day circum.
stances, to the Government as well as tc
the council. The Minister told us5 that the
negotiations between the Government andi
the council in connection with this mattei
had been carried out over a period of V
months and he also informed us that the
main negotiators for the Government were
the Under Treasurer, Mr. Reid, and the
chairman of the State Electricity Commiis.
sion, Mr. Dumzas; while the main negotiator.-
for the Perth City Council had been the
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Town Clerk, Mr. Green-for some reason I
lhare never been able to understand, he calls
himself Mr. Mclver Green, although I knew
his father in Adelaide for many years and
lhe was always known as plain Thompson
Green,

The Minister for Works: I do not think
he comes into conflict 'with the law in doing
that.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE:- No, and I am
simply referring to the fact as a matter of
interest.

Mr. Bovell: Possibly he wants to show
his ancestry.

Hon. A. R?. G. HAWKE: The other main
negotiator for the Perth City Council was
Mr. Edmondson. it is rather intriguing to
know that three of those four principal
negotiators are members of the State Elec-
tricity Commission, Mr. Meld and Mr.
Dumas, the two Government negotiators,
and the principal negotiator for the City
Council, Mr. Edmondson, are all members
of that Commission.

Hon. A. R. Panton: It might be said
that one was in the bag.

The Minister for Works: He was the
nominee of the Perth City Council.

Hon. A. R. G. HAW1KE: I understand
that during the absence of Mr. flumes at any
time, Mr. Edmondson becomes acting chair-
man of the State Electricity Commission
and, further, that Air. Edmondsou, since the
retirement on account of old age of Mr.
Taylor, the former general manager of the
East Perth Power House, has been acting
manager of that undertaking. I would likq
the Minister to give us some c2lear-cat in-
formation about that matter, because
rumvours, are floating around to the effect
that Mr. Edmondson has been appointed
general manager of the undertaking on a
permanent basis, with what in Western Aus-
tralia is quite a high salary. I would not
criticise the salary, so long as it is ndo(, say,
£5,000 a year, hut I think the House is en-
titled to he told whether Mr. Edmondson
has, in fact, been appointed general manager
of the East Perth undertaking and also
what salary is being paid to him in respect
of that position. I certainly think the Gov-
ernment was fortunate in having three mem-
hers of the State Electricity Commission
amongst the negotiators, more especially as
one was a negotiator on behalf of the City

Council. It must, of necessity, have assisted
the negotiations to a very great extent.

The Minister for Housing: The chairman
of the various committees of the City Couu-
cil were also involved in the deliberations,

Hon. A, R. G. HAWKE:- Yes, but the fact
that a member of the Commission was a
negotiator for the Perth City Council must
have enabled those associated with the coun-
cil to obtain a much more reliable and de-
tailed understanding of the whole situation
than would otherwise have been possible.
In other words, Mr. Edmondson, because of
his membership of the State Electricity
Commission, would have a complete know-
ledge of the whole situation from the point
of view of the Government and of the Com-
mission as well as from the point of view
of the Perth City Council. Consequently, I
should think he would be able to see the
whole of the picture and would be able to
appreciate both the Government's side and
the council's point of view. Furthermore,
he would be able, better perhaps than any
of the other negotiators, to appreciate what
was a reasonable balance as between the
two interested parties. I

The Minister for Works: On that round
his would be a wise appointment.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE; If the Govern-
ment had been responsible for his appoint-
ment as a negotiator, then I must most
heartily congratulate it on its achievement.

The Minister for Works: What would
you say, since it was the City Council that
chose him as a negotiator'!

Hon. A. R. . HAWKLE - I would say that
the City Council took a risk in appointing
a mnember of the State Electricity Commis-
sion as one of its main negotiators.

The Minister foi Housing: He is a good
man.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE:- I have sufficient
knowledge of his, integrity and ability to
know that 'Mr. Edmondson 's major aim
would be to do the right thing by all the
parties concerned. I notice that the Bill,
in addition to securing parliamentary ap-
proval with regard to the agreement, seeks
to amend the State Electricity Commission
Act of 1.945. The principle of amending an
existing Act by means of a Bill which has
nothing whatever to do with the Act, does
not appeal to me to any great extent. We
have before us-I mention this only by way
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of illnstration-anotber Bill the object of
which is to amend nine separate Acts. I do
not propose to raise any serious objection
this session to the use of that principle,
but I do ask Ministers seriously to consider
the principle before next session in order
that they may decide, it they can see their
way clear to do so, to get away from the
principle I refer to, and to bring down Bills
appropriate to the particular Acts that theY'
desire to amend.

The "Minister for -Housing. I entirely
agree with that principle.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: 1 am glad tu
bear the Minister say that, and I am sure
that the Attorney (ical would also be
in agreement. When we g-ive serious con-
sideration to this matter, we must admit
that it could easily be very confusing to
lawyers, who have most to do with this, sort
of thing, as well as to the public generally
who may want to know something about the
contents of a particular Act. A person may
seure a copy of the Act, study its contenats,
believe that he knows nll that the measure
deals with, and then may proceed to take
some action based upon that knowledge.
Th n suddenly he finds, from one source or
another, that the Act has been amended by
means. of a measure introduced, not to alter
that particular Act, hut for some other pur-
pose altogether, hut which the Government
has taken advantage of to0 tack on an amend-
meat to the Act I mention.

The Minister, for Works: I think that
the principle is bad for general adoption,
hut there are special considerations at
times.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE. That is a free
and easy way of meeting the objection. I
may be prepared to admit that once in five
years, there may be some justification for
the practice. But, as I mentioned earlier,
we have before us at the moment two Bills
which include this undesirable principle.

The Attorney General: It is only done
where there is a number of technicalities,
and careful indexing will be observed. I
am not referring to the Bill under review,
but to the other one.

Ron. A. H. G. HAWKE: There are no
technical difficulties associated with this
Bill,

The Attorney General: No.

Hon. . R. G. HAWKE: There could
easily have been a separate Bill to amend
the State Electricity Act.

Mrf. Marshall: That has always been the
practice.

lion. A. RI. 0. HAWKE: I regret that
we have not the two Bills before us at pre-
sent,' as against only this one which rati-
fies the agreement and then goes on to
amend the Act governing the Commission.
I hope all Ministers will give c~onsideration
to what I have said on this point and that
in future sessions the same thing will not
occur in regard to other Bills, except per-
haps once in three or five years when it
cannot possibly be avoided. The public hats
probably been unconsciously misled by the
Minister in regard to the question of
whether the Government is to pay interest
on the balance of the unpaid purchase
price from time to time. As I have men-
tioned,' the Government has undertaken to
pay the Perth City Council the sum of
£5,000 per month for 50 years, or
£3,000,000 in 50 years. Clause 3 of the pro-
posed agreement, which is set out in the
First Schedule provides-

The consideration for the sale shall be the
payment by the Government to the Couneil
of equal monthly instalments of 4S,000 over
a period of 50 years, without interest, the
first payment to be made on the transfer day.
"The West Australian" reports the Minister
on this point as follows.

The Government would pay the Council
£5,000 a month over .50 years without interest.
Members of the public perusing that re-
port, or even the agreement contained in
the Bill would believe that the Govern-
ment, by some miraculous stroke of genius,
had been able to buy these electricity and
gas undertakings for £3,000,000 on a time-
payment basis spread over 50 years with-
out the obligation of paying one penny in
interest. As I understand the matter, that
is not so at all. The Minister, in fact, told
as that the present-day value of £3,000,000
at 3y2 per cent interest-

The Minister for Works: No, 3% per
cent.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWRE :-over 50 years,,
at instalments of £6,000 per month, was
substantially less than £1,500,000. If we
accept the Minister's words "substantially
less than £1,500,000"1 as, say, £1,250,000,
we will find that the amount of interest to
be paid over the 50, years will amount to
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£1,750,000. Therefore, it is abundantly
clear that this method of purchase is a most
expensive one and that much more will he
paid in interest, under the agreement of
purchase, than will he paid in principal,
for the purchase of the undertaking.

If the Minister is in a position to tell us
what the Government's negotiators and the
(iovernment considered to be a fair
bitraight-out price to pay for these under-
takings, 1, for one, ivjuld be extremely
pleased. We ought to have that informna-
tion, not that I ain in a position to know
whether £C1,250,000) would be a fair offer
to make for the undertakings. Surely some
approximate figure was worked out show-
ing what the undertakings would be worth
if the Government were in a position to
pay immediately the whole of the amount
required to purchase them. If the figure
was £1,250,000, or between that sum and
£1,500,000, the Government might not have
been -wise in making the agreement now be-
fore us for ratification.

The Minister for Works: The point is,
that had such a figure been arrived at, the
City Council might not have agreed to sell.
It agreed upon £3,000,000.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE: H ut I am try-
ing to ascertain from the Government
whether an attempt was made to arrive at
a figure which the negotiators for the Gov-
ernment considered would he a fair price
to pay, straightout, for the immediate and
complete purchase of the undertakings. I
am not suggesting that the City Council
would have signed an agreement upon that
basis, although I do not know why it
should object. Had the Government been
able to effect a straight-out purchase of
the underaskings, it might have been
possible for it to approach the Com-
monwealth Government for assistance to
finance the purchase. I know that the
Commonwealth Government and the Prime
Minister regard the increased development
of electrical undertakings in Australia as
highly important, because they realise-as
most of us do-that lack of electrical power
is one of the great handicaps today,
especially in the capital cities of Australia,
to the increased production of the goods
required so urgently for so many essential
purposes by the people of Australia.

The Minister for Works: Would the~
Deputy Leader of the Opposition tell me

why he considers whether a figure paid now
must necessarily be cheaper and better for
the Government than the £3,000,000 spread
over 50 years?

Hon. A. R. fl. HAWKE: If the Govern-
went could have made a reasonable ar-
rangement with the Commonwealth to fin-
ance the purchase of these undertakings
outright, that would have been preferable
to this agreement, which is so worded as
to make it appear that no interest is being
paid at all. Obviously, interest is to be
paid.

The Minister for Works: It is not being
paid on the unpaid balance of the purchase
price, if that is what is meant.

Ron. A. R. 0. HAWKE:- No, because the
total purchase price has been fixed at such
a high figure as to include the interest
which otherwise would bave been charged.
The fact that the proposed agreement is to
have such a long currency means, in effect,
that the Government will pay during the
period of 50 years a huge sum in interest.
The Minister, in fact, indirectly told us
that that would be so, because he said that
the present-day value of £.3,000,000, on the
basis of 3% per cent. interest, would re-
sult in a figure substantially less than
£1,500,000. Any member who is better at
figures than I am-and I should say every
other member is--and who makes the cal-
culation will find that the Government will,
during the 50 years, pay at least £1,500,000
in interest to the City Council. The remain-
ing £1,500,000 would, I should say, repre-
sent the amount that the undertakings
might be worth if purchased and paid for
immediately.

The Minister for Works: If you bought
the undertakings today and made it a cash
transaction, you would still for a long time
pay interest on the amount. At the end
of 50 years, it would he for you to work
out what the comparative amounts of in-
terest on the two sums might be.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I tried to ex-
plain, mainly for the benefit of the Minis-
ter for Works, that it would have been bat-
ter, in my opinion, to make this purchase
on the basis of immediate and full payment.
The Government could then have done what
I have previously suggested, that is, ap-
proach the Commonwealth Government to
ascertain to what extent that Administra-
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tion would be prepared to assist the State
Government to finalise the purchase.

.Mr. Smith: You would not have had to
put the rates up then.

The Minister for Works: You cannot be
too sue on that point.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: If something on
those lines had been attempted, and ap-
parently it was not-

The Minister for Works: You cannot say
that, either.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKiE :-wc might have
had today for ratification an agree-
ment much more favourable than that
now before us, under which the Govern-
ment will be carrying a burden for 50
years before these undertakings finally be-
come its property. The Minister said that
the Government would sell electric current
to the Perth City Council for the next 15
years at 25 per cent. below cost. I am quot-
ing now from the Minister's uncorrected
"Ilansard" proof. I am inclined to think
either that he did not express himself cor-
rectly on this point or that what he said
was not correctly reported.

The Minister for Works: Is the refer-
ence to street lighting9

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: No. The Minis-
ter is reported to have said-

I point out, too, that this is a corrective
measure and if it passes through Parliament
the Government will for the next 15 years
be selling current to the City Council at a
-figure representing 2 5.per cent. below cost.

The Minister for Works: In mny copy ot
the proof I have corrected that and nega-
tived that meaning.

Mr. Smith: Is that not in the agreement?9

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE: I think this
proof would read correctly if instead of
stating that "if it passes through Parlia-
ment" etc., it -read. "and if it does not
pass through Parliament.1 '

The Minister for Works: Yes.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE: As the Minis-
ter agrees with mc on that point, I have
nothing further to say about it, though it
did seem to me that it could not very well
be correct in view of the wording of the
agreement itself. Later in his speech the
M1inister said the Government would supply
current for street lighting within the dis-
trict of the Perth City Council, and only
within that district, during the next 15

,years, at a price not greater than that
charged by the electricity and gas under-
taking at the present time. When the Mlin-
ister is replying I would like some more
information on that point. I do not know
whether the electricity and gas undertak-
ing has been and still is making a substan-
tial profit out of supplying electric current
for street lighting within the district of
the Perth City Council.

The Minister for Works: Not so sub-
stantial as in the case of current for other
uses.

Ron. A. IR. G. HAWKE: It seems to me that
there is little justification for the Govern-
ment's undertaking in this agreement
to make current available for street light-
ing within the City Council's district at a
price not greater than that which the Coun-
cil is paying at present. If the Council is.
obtaining current now for street lighting at
a price below the cost of productiont at the
East Perth power house, it seems to me that
it might reasonably have been asked to pay
a fair price for the electric current to he
supplied to it for this purpose in the future.

The Minister for Works: This was one of
the conditions of the bargain that was
struck.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I appreciate
that fact, but I am particularly anxious to
obtain from the Minister information as to
the price that the council at present payst
for current supplied to it for street lighting
purposes. If the Minister will give that in-
formation when replying to the debate, mnem.-
hers will know-they do not now know-
whether the Government is undertaking to
supply electric current for this purpose to
the City Council during the nest 15 years
at a loss. If the Government has undertaken
in the agreement to do that, I think then-
is very little justification for that action.
If, however, the price it will receive for the
Current (luring, the next 15 years will meet
the actual cost of production, p~lus some
slight margin above that cost, I will have
no further complaint to mnake about it.

The Minister said that the c-ost -of generat-
ing electric current had trebled since 1913.
He further said that members might con-
sider that to be an amazing statement. I
do not think there is anything surpris--
ing in the fact. The cost of produe-
ing most other things has at least
trebled since then. That is a period of
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35 years, during which there have been two
major world wars in which Australia has
been involved. The Minister said that the
e'0st of coal in 1913 was 6s. per ton.

The Minister for Works: That was to the
then electricity supply authority.

lion. A. R. G. RAWKE: To the then
electricity producer and supplier. Today the
price of coal to the Government is, I under-
stand, 23s. lid, per ton, so the cost of coal
for the production of electricity has quad-
rupled since 1913. This is a vital point
because I do not think the Government has
achieved the most important objective in its
endeavour to put the State Electricity Com-
muission on a sound financial basis. The
Commission understands the situation much
better than does the Government. As mem-
bars know, the Commission considers the
Aivailability of sufficient supplies of coal at
a reasonable price to be one of the most
vital considerations in all of its policy and
activities, For that reason the Commission
was proceeding to develop coal production
resources in order to be more sure than it
previously was that sufficient coal supplies
would be available, and available at a rate
cheaper than 23s. 9id, per ton. However, the
Government sabotaged the Commission's
vital policy in that direction. That policy
was first of all to develop an open-cut coal-
mine on the Black Diamond. leases in order
that it might obtain its own coal supplies,
or as much of them as possible and as
quickly as possible. Its long-range policy
for producing its own coal requirements in-
v'olved the development of a meebanised
deep coalmine on the Collie Burn leases.

There again the Government, by virtue
of its policy of "no socialism," directed the
Commission to cease its preparations for
the development of the open-cut coalmine
on the Black Diamond leases and the deep
mtecbanised mine on the Collie Burn leases.
The fact that the Government negotiated
with the Perth City Council for the pur-
pose of taking over the Council's electricity
and gas undertakings indicates the confusion
there is in the minds of members of the
Government with regard to its policy of "no
socialism."

The Minister for Housing: There is a
vital difference between monopolies in
public utilities.

.Ron. A. R. G. HAWKE: I am usually
able quickly to follow the interjections of

the Minister for Housing, but this one is
very clouded and I am not able to see the
point at all.

The Mlinister for Housing: It is quite
clear.

Hlon. A. R. G. HAWKE: Possibly the
Minister for Housing is trying to suggest
tbat the Government is entitled to have a
monopoly in the generation and distribution
of electric current.

The Minister for Housing: Public u tilities
of a monopoly nature are generally con-
sidered to be undertakings that might legiti-
mnately be run by Governments, even in spite
of one's views on socialism.

Ron. A. R. G. H1AWKE:- I agree 'with
the Minister's interjection, except for the
last few words. How does the Minister for
Housing justify his interjection regarding
the present policy of the Government in
connection with this matter and at the
same time justify the Government's -refusal
to allow the authority, that is 'to operate
this public utility monopoly to do the things
essential for the economic generation of
electric current? The price of coal is the
most vital consideration in the cost of pro~-
ductien of electricity. Surely the thinking
of the Minister for Housing is not so con-
fused as to make him believe that he and
his colleagues are doing the right thing to-
wards protecting the consumers of electric
current by establishing a Government mono-
poly for the generation and distribution of
electricity!I

The Minister for Housing: This will
protect the consumers in the matter of
prices.

Hfou. A. Rt. G. HAWKE: I am afraid,
as I indicated earlier, that this will not pro-
tect 'the consumers at all, because in the
near future they are to be called upon by
the Comimission to 'pay a very much in.
creased price for electricity.

The Minister for Works: 'Are you sug-
gesting that because the price of coal has
increased fourfold that necessarily infers
that when we take over the price of current
'will go up fourfold

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I was not
thinking anything of the kind and I do not
accept thte invitation of the Minister to
think in that way, as it would be entirely
illogical. The Government falls far short
of its duty to protect consumers of electri-
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city if it contents itself by establishing a
State monopoly for the generation and dis-
tribution of electricity. It will fall far
short of discharging it8 duty if it does not
take every available action to ensure that
electricity is generated at the lowest possible
price so that it may be made available by
the Government to the consumer at the
cheapest possible pric.

The Minister for Houtsing-: That is our
sole objective.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I am convinced
that the State Electricity Commission would
have been able, if the Government had not
sabotaged its preparations and activities, to
Iproduee its coal requirements at 10s. per ton
cheaper than it can be purchased from the
virtually private eoaI-producing monopoly
now operating on the Collie enalfields,.

The Minister for Housing: t am almost
tempted ton allow a trial to be made, in order
to find out.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: It is some con-
solation to get anywhere near an attempt to
induce the Minister for Housing to try any-
thing.

The Minister for Housing: Just to settle
the argument.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKJ>: I challenge the
Minister to do that.

The Minister for Housing: I doubt, how-
ever, whether I -would surrender to the temp-
tation.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: The Minister
quickly goes into reverse gear when he rea-
lises the implication that he was almost about
to surrender to the temptation. Possibly he
has been on the brink of yielding to tempta-
tion in more directions than this one.

The Minister for Housing: A wiser judg-
ment has prevailed.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I am positive
the Minister would never allow a test on
this basis to be made- He must know from
his observations and experience that it would
he almost impossible to produce coal by any
other method at a cost as high as that in-
curred by Amalgamated Collieries in the
production of coal. No other method than
that employed by the company could be as
inefficient and extravagant. That is why the
Government is paying 23s. 9d. per ton for
coal as against 6s. per toin that ruled in
1913.

The Minister for Housing: You could not
get coal produced at 6sa. a ton today.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE; I am not sug-
gesting anyone could do that, but I claim
tbat if the Commission had not been sabo-
taged by the policy of the present Govern-
ment, it would have been producing coal
now, or at any rate in the near future, at
a price a great deal less than 23s. 9d. per
ton. The agreement between the Govern-
ment and the City Council means that the
former will take over the gas supply as well
as the electricity undertaking of the City
of Perth. The public may have been misled
by what the Minister said on this; point, and
by the correct report of what he said which
appeared in "The West Australian" this
morning. The Minister made his statement
on this point in such a way as to suggest
that the price of gas would have been sub-
stantially increased by the Perth City Coun-
cil in the near future but for the fact that
the Government had made this agreement.
I sugglest that members of the public, onI
reading the report of what the Minister said,
would conme to the conclusion that there is
to hr, no increase in the price of gas. I do
not know whether there is to be an increase,
hut T will read exactly -what the Minister
said, because~ what he said may need con-
siderable clarification. The statement is as
followvs:

All members should appreciate that tile cost
of manufacturing gas owing to the increased
lprice of Newcastle coal and other causes has
risen materially, and I am informed that it
would have been necessary for the Perth City
Council to raise the price of gas to a sub-
stantial degree had this proposal not been
pending.

I do not know what other memnbers who are
r-eaders of "The West Australian" would takr
that to mean. I would think that the Oov'-
eminment by making this agreement and tak-
ing over the gas undertaking as wvell as that
connected with electricity has averted a rise
in the prke for the consumers. of gas in the
area concerned. If there is to be no rise
because of the action of the Government in
taking over the undertaking, then the Min-
ister should say so in clearer terms. If, on
the other hand, there is likely to be an in,
erease in the price of gas when the Govern-
ment is manufacturing and distributing it,
the Minister should tell the House aind the
public that an increase is likely. At least
the point should be made perfectly clear by
him when replying.
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The inister for Works: I am not in a
position at this juncture to tell the House,
because I do not know what the Commnis-
sion. might do by reason of a variation in
the price of coal.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: If the Minister
would make it clear that the taking over of
the gas undertaking by the Government does
not necess-arily mean that there will be no
increase, that would at least make the posi-
tion much dlearer in the minds of the public
than it is as a result of his statement pub-
lished in "The West Australian" this morn-
ing. I suggest to him that ha reads care-
fully the report of his speech on that point
in "The West Australian," and he will then
see how easy it would he for any member of
the public to come to the conclusion that the
making of this agreement between the Gov-
ernment and the Perth City Council has
averted what would have been a certain in-
crease in the price of gas. I have no other
phase of the agreement to discuss. As I
said at the beginning, this Bill, especially
the agreement, covers a major transaction,
one of primary significance, regarding the
standing of the Government in relation to
the distribution of electric current in par-
ticular.

In the long run, the' agreement will be
beneficial, I am sure, to the Government,
even though it is prejudicial to the consum-
ers of electric current. There is no doubt
that the ratification of this agreement be-
tween the Government and the council will
be prejudicial to all consumers of electric
power in the districts previously served by
the Perth City Council. Industrial Consun-
ers will s;uffer because the price of electric
current to them will he increased, and domes-
tic consumers will also suffer because, simi-
larly, they will have to pay an increased
price for electric current. However, the
equity of the situation is very important and
that equity doubtless demanded that every
possible action should be taken by the Gov-
ernment to ensure that its financial interests
were protected.

Another important point is that the State
Electricity Commission would have contin-
ued, year after year, to bear a heavy finan-
cial burden of loss if the existing agreement
had remained in operation. The Commis-
sion would have found it impossible to
finance its operations. One result of that
would have been that it would have had
further to increase its charges to its outside

consumers, creating a much reater injustice
between consumers within a five-ifle radius
of the Perth G.P.O. and consumers outside
the five-mile radius but who are within a
10-mile radius.

The Minister for Housing: That is tbe
important point. Country consumers would
be paying concession rates, to the City of
Perth consumers.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: There is a great
deal in that argument and if there were no
other reason why I should Support this
Bill and also the agreement which it aims
to ratify, it would be sumficnt for my pur-
poses. Nevertheless it is regrettable that
those nmanufacturers who hare established
and developed industries within a five-mile
radius of the Perth G.P.O. in the knowledge
that the cost of electric current was cheaper
within that radius will now have to face
up to a situation in which they will be called
uipon to pay a price equivalen t to that which
will have to be paid by industrial concerns
outside the radius.

MR.' READ (Victoria 1'ark-) [4.44]1: Thi.
Bill seeks to ratify an agreement whereby
the management of a department selling
power or light passes from one public body
to another-that is, from the management
of the Perth City Council to that of the'
Government which, of course, is the State
Electricity Commission. Having taken part
in some of the deliberations of the council
over a period as to the conditions of the
soale of the Electricity and 0 tis Department
to the Government, T find myself in a some-
what similar role to that of Mr. Ed-
miondson. We are both in the position of
buyer and seller. Most of us wvho take an
interest in these affairs realise that when
the State Electricity Commission was estab-
lished to serve the whole of the people of
the State with electricity those undertak-
ings already in operation would ultimately
he absorbed.

There was some protest against the action
of the Perth City Council on behalf of some
of the ratepayers by those people who called
themselves the City of Perth Ratepayers'
Association (Central Ward). We, the coun-
cillors, received a number of protests from
that body, which represents a minority in
the central ward, and they are the people
who seek to protest on every occasion when
there is a proposed, or indeed an actual,
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increase on the city rates. For instance,
these people only comte into being, I under-
stand, when it is necessary for the rate to
he raised in order to carry out the under-
takings of the Perth City Council. A let-
ter to ine states-

The City of rcrth Ratepayers' Association
(Central Ward) protests against the haste
anid rapidity with which the decision to sell
the Electricity and Gas Department undertak-
iag to the Government was wnade. Prior to
the announcement of the Council's recent de-
cision, no public announcement had been
made of the Council 's intention or was the
matter referred to in the last annual report
or at either of the yearly or half -yearly meet-
ings of the ratepayers, or by the Lord Mayor
or any eouncillors at the last annual election.
The ratepayers therefore had no opportunity
of formulatiag their views on this important
matter, the selling of one if its most valuable
assets.

The members of the ratepayers' association
tic not represent a hundredth part of the
total ratepayers. To my mind, the opinion
of that organisation counts for nothing, but
its members nray be capable of doing a con-
siderable amount of damage. What sort
of a business arrangement would it be if
we permitted this minority to advertise and
hold meetings in order to cloud the issue 9
They could hold meetings, rush to the Press
with statements and thus impede the actions,
not only of the City Council hut also of the
Government. Amongst the members of the
Perth City Couned are representatives of
the central ward for whom the people have
an opportunity to vote every year, and those
Tepresqentatives are returned on behalf of
the whole of those ratepayers to assist in
the management of the affairs: of the city.

However, I should like to disabuse the
nminas of those people who have spoken
of the hasty and secret selling of the elec-
tricity and gas undertaking to the Govern-
ment. r have a memorandum from the Town
Clerk to the Finance Committee setting out
aUl the negotiations leading up to the sale.
The opening paragraph states-

A letter from the Premier, Mr. Ross Me-
Larty, dated the 313t July, 1947-
-,o these negotiations have been going on
since July, 1947-
and addressed to the Lord Mayor, drew the
attention of the Lord Mayor to the electrct
agreement which exists between the Stt
and the council, dated the 16th October, 1913,
which was ratified by Parliament by an Act,
No. 34 of 1913, entitled the Electric Light
aind Power Agreement Act, 1913, setting out

the terms of the agreement for a period of
50 years. The Premier pointed out that since
the date of the agreement, many changes had
occurred, which justified the reviewing of
the agreement between the council and the
State, and that he felt it should be possible
by negotiation to arrive at a solution which
would be fair and satisfactory to both parties.

The memorandum then proceeds to give an
account of the many meetings held between
members of the Government and officers of
the Perth City Council who were interested
in the sale and purchase of the undertaking.
We have to bear in mind that the agree-
meat provided for the sale of current in
bulk to the City Council at .75d. per unit
and this ]has resulted in later years in the
Government's losing money on the transae-
tion.' Those people who are interested in
the management of the Perth Electricity
and Gas Department were fully seized of
the knowledge that the CGovernment would
not he content to continue losing money in
thousands of pounds down the years. We
all know that the alternative would have
been the introduction of a Bill asking Par-
liament to amend the agreement. The re-
sult then would have been that the City
Council would hare been obliged to retail
current for rower and lighting at increased
costs.

I consider that the price fixed and the
conditions of the agreement, viewed from
all angles, arc most fair. The same con-
sumers 'will participate, though the manage-
ment will be different, but the concern will
be consolidated, and we have to visualise
that in due course the State Ellectricity
Commission will be the sole managers of
all such undertakings in the State. The
member for Northam stated that the in-
creased charges would be unfavourable
financially front the point of view of the
producing interests, but it must he borne ini
mind that possibly the rates to producers
have been lowered on account of the pro-
fits made by the City Council.

There are other benefits that ratepayers
have enjoyed froma these profits; I refer
to the benefits in the shape of good roads
and footpaths, because the profits from the
trading of the City of Perth Electricity and
Gas Department were used for the benefit
of the ratepayers. Thousands of pounds
have been spent on roads and footpaths in
the city-roads that are used not only by
ratepayers of the city, but also by tax-
payers generally, and at times by practi-
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calily all the residents of the State. I think
that point has been covered by the member
for Northam fairly well. I gathered that
he was in agreement with only parts of the
Bill, but I believe that there is nothing in
the agreement that will -ultimately prove
detrimental to the people of the State or,
indeed, to the residents of the metropolitan
area. The 'City Council is to receive £5,000
a month over a period of 50 years. My re-
action to that is that the improvements
that can he effected in consequence wifll
be considerable. I look for soine benefit
in my time, though, by the time the whole
of those payments have been made, I shall
not have any further interest in them.

HON. A. H. PANTON (Leederville)
[4.52]: There are one or two points I desire
to discuss. First and foremost I suggest
that the Government is gradually moving
our way by socialising industry as it is
doing. With the Acting Leader of the Op-
position, I regret that the Bill deals 'with
only the retail section whereas I should
have liked to see it start at the beginning
by developing the production end. There
has long been an argument, indeed, it has
extended throughout the half-century I
have been associated with the Labour move-
ment, whether we should stand for nation-
alisation or municipalisation. On this oc-
casion the Government has decided that
natiojialisation would be preferable to
municipalisation for the distribution of
electric current. However, I am always
thankful for small mercies and am quite
prepared to accept the little that the Gov-
ernment is giving us.

I have been rather interested in reading
the agreement contained in the Schedule to
the Act of 1913. There are two provisions
to which I should like to direct the atten-
tion of members. In Clause 6, the follow-
ing provisions appear:

(b) The total cost shall be arrived at by
adding to the operating cost a percentage, to
be made, up as hereinafter provided, on the
capital coat and expenses (including the
-necessary cost and expenses of raising the
money) incurred by the Government under
Clauses 1 and 2 of this agreement, represent-
lug antiquation fund, sinking fund, and in-
terest.

(e) The percentage referred to in the last
preceding subelause shall be made up of two
per cent. for antiquation fund, one per cent,
for sinking fund, and the actual percentage
which shall be paid by the Government by
way of interest in respect of the loan to be

raised for providing the said capital expendi-
ture: Provided tbat from and after the date
when the said sinking fund shall enable the
redemption of the said loan nothing shall be
charged for sinking fund or interest, and the
only percentage then included in the total
cost shall be the two per cent. for antiqua-
tion fund.

From my reading of the report of the Com-
missioner of Railways, up to 1046 a sum of
£64,030 had been credited to the replace-
ment fund, but after that there is no
f urther reference to it. If we take the
antiquation fund and the sinking fund, in
1946 the total amount was £497,697, leav-
ing £433,667 unaccounted for and not pro-
vided for. I think it would be well if the
Minister made some inquiries so that he
might inform us during his reply just what
happened to the £433,667. I should like to
know what became of it.

The Minister for Works: I am not quite
sure of your meaning.

Hon. A. H. PANT ON: I might be wrong
in my figures. The Acting Leader of the
Opposition claims to be the worst mathema-
tician, but when he made that claim, he
overlooked me. In my opinion, there is an
amount of E443,667 unaccounted for. I
have raised this question because 1 have
been advised, rightly or wrongly, that al-
though those provisions were included in
the agreement for a certain purpose, the
money was used to mneet the cost of build-
ing railway carriages, and I have been told
that this was done in a year when the Lab-
our Party was -not in office. It would be
interesting to know just what happened to
that money.

Much has been said about the agreement.
I have heard the Scaddan Government of
1913 condemined for showing lack of fore-
sight in making such an agreement. People
have asked how the Government of that
day came to make such an agreemnent. In
view of those questihons, J1 bare looked
up the history of the negotiations leading
to the completion of the agreement. Al-
though it seems to i that the officers of
the Crown Law Department as well as the
Government of the day might have taken
a longer view than they did by having a
provision inserted to cover rising costs, I
also know, from my exp~erience as a Minis-
ter for nine years, that Governments do not
enter into big contracts of this sort without,
giving the matter a great deal of thought
and without obtaining- expert advice.
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I was wondering who were the experts
that advised the Seaddan Government in
1913 and have found that they were the
consulting engineers, Mferz and McLellan,
of London, They had just completed super-
vising the electrification of the Melbourne
suburban railways, and I suggest that re-
presentative., of a firm brought out to sulper.
vise such a work as that must have been
fairly good engineers and fully competent to
advise the Government on questions affecting
the power house and electricity supply.
These gentlemen ve'-e also responsible for
our reverting front the 40 cycle to the 50.
Now we arc going- back to 40. They were
al-so responsible for the advice that 3 lb.
or Collie coal should produce one unit or'
current nt a' eost of .52d. I understand
11i4 .3 lb). of Collie coal hats produced die
one unit, but never at .52d.

As the Mlinister has told its and the agree-
mient %hows, the iiiaximni was to be 1,'4 d.,
which wasnever reachted either. The Govern-
ment of that day probably should have taken
a longer view than it did, but I submnit in
justification of some of the thing,; done in,
that period that we had a very big war in
1914. Although the Kaiser was rattling the
iword a bit in 1913, 1 do not think anyone
thought a ivar was likely as early as Aug-ust,
1914.

The Minister for Works: There was the
possibility of it.

Hon. A. If. PANTON: We then had a
war to make the world safe for democracy,
and 'we did not think that our sons would
be going to war again within 25 years, but
that happened. The Government iS nowv
asking us to ratify an agreement for 150
yea-rs, and I defy the Minister to say just
what the world will be like at the end of
that Lime. TheMiise is just aihnt as
old ats I am.

Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: So he will not be
worrying much in 50 years.

Hon. A. H. PANTON: People, 50 years
ago, had very little idea of what the world
would be like today as a result of mechani-
cal and scientific improvements. Our Min-
isters in 1913 were unfortunate in being
led astray as a result of the advice they ye-
ceivell. I am only hopeful that this Bill will
come to a better conclusion than the one
ratified by Parliament ia 19B3. It would be
a very gamre man who would try to give an
indication of what things will be like in 50

years. The Acting Leader of the Opposi-
tion was dealing- just now with the question
of the value of £3,000,000 over 50 years at
the -rate of f£60,000 a year, I have some
figures here, and it will be worth the Min-
ister 's while to check them. I understand
that C3,0900100 spread over 501 years is
worth, at the ionient £1,473,000 tskinl-
interest into account at 31/ per cent.

I am suggesting that if I went to the
Commonwealth Bank and said I wanted
£3,000,000 spread over 50 years at £60,000
a year, the bank would say I would have to
deposit £1,473,000. We have beeni told by
by the Minister and through the Press that
we were paying the £3,000,000 without in-
terest, and T was unsophisticated enough to
take those statements at their face value. I
am particularly proud that the Government
has now seen the light and is beginning to
socialise various public utilities. 1 am not
sure whet her I will be as well off, a-9 a
citizen of the State, under this scheme, as
I have been as a ratepayer. The member for
Victoria Park did not tell us that. I agree
with the Acting Leader of the Opposition
that there will be a rise in costs.

Mr. ltarsh all: There has got to be a rise
in costs.

Hon, A. HE. PANTON: I do not know
about that. When people say there has got
to be a war, we get a war.

Mr. Marshall: We can avoid a war.

Hon. A. Hf. PANT ON: We have not done
so yet. If people say there has got to be a
rise, everyone takes it for granted that there
will he one, and the Premier smiles because
his Government is responsible. I wish the
Government success with this scheme, and I
hope it will pay the £3,000,000 in much less
than .50 years. The member for Murchison
will be able to tell us that before 50 year;
we will be able to get money at much less
than 314 per cent.

Mr. Marshall: You need not wait 50
years for that.

Hon. A. H. PANTON: If that is so, we
are not doing a good job today with this
transaction.

Mr. May: You will not want any money
at all then.

Hon. A. H. PANTON: That wilt be the
day! [ hope the position will be as good
as it looks on paper and that it will not be
long before this Government-if it is here
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-will see the necessity of giving the Elec-
tricity Commission the -right to produce its
own coal, because I feel it is a very shandy-
galf sort of business to take over the dis-
tribution of a commodity such as electricity,
and, at the same tizme, give private enter-
prise the right to produce coal at any cost
it likes. The Minister for Housing asked
just now if we would like to go back to 6s.
a day. In 1913, wages were about Os. a day.
In 1911, when the Seaddan Government was
elected, railway men were getting 7s. a day.
As usual when a Labour Government comes
to office, it bad hardly been returned when
there was talk of a strike for Os., and that
was the amount of wages in 1918.

The Minister for Lands: Yes. I was get-
ting it, and I was told I was not worth it.

Hon. A. H. PANTON: I was getting it,
too.

The Minister for Works: Were you worth
it?

Mr. Marshall: You must have been over-
pa&id.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!

Ho n. A. R. PANTON: If I have ever
been overpaid, it has been sinqe I have been
in this House. This is the best job I have
ever had. I again congratulate the Govern-
ment on bringing down the measure. I
trust I shall live to see the day when the
Electricity Commission will not only be dis-
tributing electricity, but producing its own
coal. I believe I shall live to see that day,
because I did not expect to live long enough
to see this Liberal Government introduce a
piece of socialising legislation such as this.

-MR. SHEARN (Maylands) [5.12]: The
Government is to be congratulated on the
Bill, because the Electricity Commission will
carry out one of the functions for which it
was originally established. I cannot con-
ceive of its doing that unless it takes over
this enterprise either now or in the not too
distant future. It can generally be said
that the Perth City Council has, in all the
circumstances, been fortunate in the -deal
having been consummated at this stage. The
ratepayers will be saved a lot of difficulties
in eonne~tion with improvements to installa-
tions. On the other hand, it was inevitable
that the Government or the Electricity Com-
mission, would take over these utilities. I
have no complaint there, Like the member
for Northam, I hope that the Minister,

when he replies, will give some indication
as to what the additional impost is likely
to be on the consumers in the metropolitan
area, and on the local authorities.

As members know, I represent a huge
district-from a road board point of view-
where there is a considerable amount of de-
velopmental work to be done. At the same
time, increasing demands arc being made for
street lighting. Even now, we have a prob-
lem to provide lights. My board is interest-
ed to know what the alteration is likely to
cost it in the ultimate. I also -represent in.
my parliamentary rapacity a community
largely comprised of workers, many of
whom have installed radios and other elec-
trical- appliances which increase their eon-
sum ption of electricity. They, too, are seri-
ously concerned to know just what the re-
percussions will mean to them. I -would like
to know-perhaps the Minister will tell us--
just what has been done, if anything, in
connection. with the managerial Bide of the
Electricity Commission.

I know the Bill provides that the staff is
to be taken over but I want to know whether
the present general manager 'of the lee-
tricity and Gas Department who has been.
acting as such for some weeks past, will
be appointed and under what conditions.
If that is not so, just what arrangements
-have been made, if any, for the management
of this huge undertaking. I am concerned
about this f~ature because there is in the
course of erection a project at South Fre-
mantle which involves approximately
£5,000,000 of public money. It is a matter
of importance to me to know who is going
to look after it all from a superviaional
point of view.

I do not for one0 moment suggest that Mr.
Edmondson is incapable, but it seems to me,
in view of the circumstances, that the Gov-
ernment may have considered the advis-
ability of getting the best possible service
in Australia for this all-important job and
csalling for applications for the position.
Apart from the construction of the South
Freman tle station the Electricity Commis-
sion has in its programme, spread over the
years, a very comprehensive proposal for
the whole State. It seems to me, therefore,
that we wvant a, man whio not only has
general business scum en-as unquestionably
Mr, Edmondson has-but also has a con-
siderable amount of engineering ability. He
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will need to bone haid considerable expeii-
nce in that isphere and I will. be interested
to bear from the Minister whether this par-
ticular aspect has been considered by the
Government, although I have no doubt that
it has already been covered.

So far as the money that is involved in
the purchase is concerned I would say, on
looking at the schedule in the Bill, that the
Government at present would have some-
where in the vicivity of perhaps a half to
three-quarters of a million pounds worth of
freehold property coming into its possession
as a result of this acquisition. Who can
say what that freehold security will be worth
to the Electricity Commisson in 50 years.
We all know that Western Australia has
developed very fast and in the years to come
the location of all its freehold assets will be
of inestimable value. I think that should be
borne in mind.

The Minister no doubt will tell us some-
thing about the purchase taking place on a
cash basis. It does seem possible that the
Commonwealth Government, difficult though
it is to deal with at the moment, might have
been influenced in this matter because it is
of such unquestionable importance to the
development of the State as a part of the
Australian continent. That Governmen
might have been influeneed to make the
money available to the State for the'purpose
of this purchase and so limit the interest lia-
bility which it is suggested is involved. f
have not had the privilege of looking at the
speech of the Minister but I tried very hard
to catch all he said on the second reading.

That being so I have only been able to get
a superficial survey of this scheme. Now
that we know of the terrific loses that have
been occasioned over the years by virtue of
the agreement, and in view of the fact that
this agreement had a considerable Dumber of
years to run, I think that there was only one
of two things for the Government to do and
this appears to he the right one. It is to take
the enterprise over at this stage on a long-
ranw term. If the Minister will be good
enough to clear up one or two points that
have been mentioned in relation to the pur-
chase I think all memabers will agree that
this is an imperative step for the Govern-
ment to have taken.

TUX ILUIMS FOR WO3aS (Hon.
V. Maocy - Williams-Narrogin-iin reply)
[5.20]: 1 am obliged to members for the

friendly response that they have given to the
Bill. I do not think there was any major
criticism at a although therm have beon a
host of questions asked. The Act*n Leade~r
of the Opposition in particular, was in a
highly inquisitorial mood, hut I am not at
all sorry because the points that were sub-
mitted by him were appertaining to the mat-
ter under discussion and I shall reply to as
many of those panuts as I can. However, it
is not to be expected in the circumstances,
that I shall he able to refer to thoem all or
give the informatioxi that I should have
lied to.

It must be remembered that there has
been no time for me to collect data upon the
several matters that members have brought
up for discussion. It was only the day be-
fore yesterday that negotiations in regaLrd
to this matter ceased and since then it has
been a question of printing the Bill and a
considerable amount of hurry and scurry on
the part of the Commission, the Crown Law
Department, the Government Printer and I
suppose, to a certain extent, myself. If I
fall short in the quality of my replies it is
because I have not the information and ran
hardly be expected to have got it in the short
time since the negotiations have been com-
pleted.

The Acting Leader of the Opposition
asked to be informed of the names4 of the
local authorities involved in the agreeent
bet ween themselves oni the one hand and the
City Council on the other. The Nedlendat
Rand Board and the Claremiont Municipal.
ity were the two authorities whose agree-
ments with the Council terminatted, one on
the 110th July, 1945 and the other on the
29th Mlarch, 1945. The other two authorities
concerned are the Subiaco Council and the
,South Perth Road Board. In the case of the
latter its 25 years agreement will termipate
on the I-it August, 1958 and the agreement
with the Subiaco Council will ran for the
full 50 years from 1913 to 1963. The agree-
ments to whi--h I have referred were subject
to the following condition:

this agreement is dependent on the cou.
tinoanee of the agreement of 16th October,
1913, and if for any reason that agreemenpt
is determined then the Corporation shall have
the right to determine this agreemaeaf and the
Beard will have no claim whatever against.
them....

The Acting Leader of the Opposition 4ls
mentioned that in reply to questions sqb-
initted by the member for Maylands, I
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itated that the cost of current would in-
crease. I am now being asked to say just
exactly to what figure it is likely to rise.
I take my stand on the fact that it will rise
but I am not, as members may understand,
in a position to say at just what figure it
will be sold from the transfer date onwards.
1 should say that as from the transfer date
onwards for quite a reasonable period-say
three or four months--the figure will prob-
ably remain the same as it is now, but I
may not be correct in saying that either.
As from transfer day onward the Commis-
sion will be very busy with its calculations
but I will inform the people of Perth as
early as possible just what that increased
figure will be.

The matter of industry having to face a
larger bill for current was also brought
forward by the Acting Leader of the Op-
position. Industry now pays a price which
is substantially les than the domestic rate
and that must unavoidably be the case. In-
dustry is, and must always be, the favoured
child of any Government and that is so
particularly in the early days of the exist-
ence of an industry and especially a new
industry. It is mainly with new industries
that this State is concerned. I have been
pressed to say precisely what the charges
for current 'will be in the area immediately
affeted-that is in the area covered by the
City Council's territory. There again I am
not yet in a position to advise the House
because the Commission has not had
time or opportunity to go into the question
and it must therefore remain unanswered
for a month or two. I might say that there
is no, likelihood at all of there being any
startling increase. I might, with some justi-
fication, hazard a guess that the cost of
production today would be somewhere
around Id. It may even ha more.

Mr. Smith: That will be 100 per cent.
increase.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: If the
hon. member finds that Id. is a 100 per
cent. increase on a4.

Mr. Smith: You said a 1d. increase.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: If I

said a penny incrase I apologise to the hou.
member because what I really meant was
an increase from 30. to 1d. In saying that
I do not mean to imply that that will
J~efitly be the increased 6har*. It ffiay
bU fIns aud it may be more.

Mr. Smith: They are producing it for
less at Kalgoorlie. It is being produced
for .66d.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do
not know that that has any bearing on what
we are doing here. If they can produce it
for less than Id. on the Goldfields then let
them do so, but it can be seen that I am
not justified in binding the Commission at
this juncture.

HOn, A. 1?. G-. Hawke: Prices mount with
McLarty.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do
niot think that the price will mount more
with this Government than with any Gov-
ernment that might have been in power at
this time. The name of Mr. Edmondson
has been very freely canvassed during the
debate. I cannot inform the House just
exactly where we stand in regard to the
appointment of M1r. Edmondson to the va-
cant position of General Manager of the
Electricity and Gas Department. I am not
able to give the information sought. I
realise nevertheless that the question is quite
proper and if the Acting Leader of the
Opposition cares to make this a matter for
a question on an ensuing day, I shall go to
some trouble to provide an appropriate
reply.

As to the price we are to pay, no-one
has said that the Government has, made a
bad bargain in taking it over at a figure
that, at the end of the 50-year period, will
represent a total of £3,000,000. Some sem
to think, however, that we should have
arrived at the cost I~y soffi&other method.

Air. Smith: 'We have been wondering
whether it was unencumbered.

The MINISTER FOR WORKIS: The
House could hardly expect the Govern-
mnent to buy something for £3,000,000 with-
out having to pay interest on suich a large
sum., The popular suggestion seems to be,
that we should have raised a sum of money
for the purpose of the purchase and from

~the varying figures we may take it that they
thought £1,400,000 should have been bor-
ro-wed. If we take that as the amount and
consider the other suggestion that the monety
should have been borrowed at 5% per cent..
we find that at the end of 50 years, which
is the terma covered by the agreement, the
£1,400,000 at 314 per cent. will represent an
annual payment of £C45,000. Multiply that
figure by 5q and we g~.t £2,250,000.
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Then if we take into consideration the
capitalisation, we get back to the L, 4 0 0 ,r
000, which is what members themselves
suggested. 8o if the idea of those members
is that we would have saved by putting
down the money straight away, we have by
our own methods saved about £650,000 by
the end of the 50 years. Let me mnake it
plain that 1 do not say that suggests a,
proper computation of the po'sition. I
simply say that I accepted the advice tend-
ered by members and find that to be the
result.

Lion. A. RI. G. llawke: The Minister over.
looks the fact that hie left out at account
that in paying £60,000 a year, he is wiping
something off the principal annually.

The MINISTER VRol WORKS: I have
not overlooked that at all.

The Minister for Education: You made
the suggestion and at 31/ per cent. that is
the charge.

Hon. A. RI. GI. Itawke: Who suggested
that?

The Minister for Education: You did.
lion. A. It. G. Ilawke: Nothing of tho

kind.
The 'Minister for Education: flow other-

wise could you pay cash for it?
Ilon. A. R. fl. Hawke: The Minister for

Education is utterly wrong.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: This
.sum has been worked out hurriedlty, and
I am not insisting that the basis of it can
he regarded as a fair estimate of the value
of the undertaking.

H1on. J1. T. Tonkin:- You are overlooking-

The MINISTER KOR WORKS: Many
things-

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Conveniently-
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: As the

bon. member has overlooked many things in
his criticism, from his particular point of
view. The Acting Leader of the Opposi.-
tion suggested that, in future, we should
charge a little miore for street lig-hting.
That may be so; I ami not sure. The supply
of current for street lighting is based not
upon a price per unit but per pole. The
.strength of the lighting varies considerably,
and it would not he easy for me to give a
comparative figure.

Hon. A. Rx. (I. Hawke~j do Riot think we
will make the Minikter & bank manager.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I imagine
that if I were in that position and had in
the bank officers like the hon. member, the
institution might easily go bankrupt.

Eon. A. R. G. Hawke: It would certainly
go bankrupt, without me being there.

The M3INISTER FOR WORKS: With re-
grard to the price of gas, members were keen
to know whether it would go up or down.
[I have no information to give the House
on that point. If I were to make any pro-
nouncement, it would be lust guesswork;
,and I am not keen to (10 that. The member
for ILcederville referred to a suni involving
£C403,000. That refers to somethingp that
happened many years ago.

Hon. A. H. Panton: -Not too many.

The MINISTER FO' WORKS: The
piesent Government had nothing whatever
to do with that,

Hon. A. H1. Pardon: I did not say ft did.

The M1INISTER FOR WORKS: I
sought some information on the matter and
T find that it is dealt with fully in the
report submitted hy the Commissioner of
Railways for the year 1046.

Hon. A. HT. Panton: I bet the later re-
ports do not show what hecame of the
money.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do not
know about that.

lion. A. If. Pan ton: I am telllng you.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: It is

easy to ask me where the money wvent, but
it plays no part in this agreement; so I do
not think it is incumbent upon me to pro-
vide that information. I have told the honi.
member where he can get it.

H -on. A. H. Panton: I know; that is where
I got it.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: There
were some other questions asked, but T think
it is too much to expect me at this juncture
to provide all the information sought.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time:

In Committee.
Mr. Perkins in the Chair; the Minister

for Works in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2-agreed to.

Clause 3-Ratification of agreement:
Mr. SMITH: Can the Minister inform

the Committee whether with regard to the
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loans mentioned in the Second Schedule, the
obligation is placed upon the Government
to take over those loans and the City
Council's obligations in connection with
them. The net indebtedness under this head-
ing is shown as £106,000 of which the Elec-
tricity and Gas Department's proportion
is £157,000. What is the position regarding
those loans'? Js interest to be maintained
at the reduced rate indicated, or is that rate
likely to he increased before the loans are
paid off I Some of the loans fall due within
the 50-year period, and I assume the Gov-
ernment has something in mind with regard
to repayment.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The Bill
sets out that, with respect to the u~redeeined
portion of debentures, the Government
assumes full responsibility. This is to he
taken over as a going concern, and when
the loans fall due they will be met.
Obviously, if we have taken over the securi-
ties, we must take over the obligations as,
well. Whether that be so or not, of course
the agreement requires them to be taken over.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 4 to 9, First Scedeule, Second

Schedule, Title-agreed to.

Bill reported without amendment and the
-report adopted.

Third Reading.
Bill. read a third time and transmitted to

the Council.

BILL-SOUTH FREMANTLE OIL
INSTALLATIONS PIPE LINE.

Returned from the Council -without
amendment,

BILL-COAL MINE WORKERS
(PENSIONS) ACT AMNDMENT.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 30th November.

MR. MAY (Collie) r.3.481]: This amnend-
ing Bill has two special purposes. One is
to deal with the ever-rising cost of living,
and the other to bring the fund within
reasonable distance of solvency. Like most
superannuation funds, this fund is still be-
hindhand actuarially. Before dealing with
those aspects, I feel I should say a few words
as to the origin of the fund. It was brought
into existence by the depression and sub-

sequent years. During the depression, men
in the industry worked very short time and
consequently received poor wages. We had
the spectacle of men over 70 years of age
working, when work was available, while
lads of 17 to 20 years of age were unable
to obtain employment in the mines. It was
then decided that some form of equalisation
should take place.

As a result of the many discussions by
the men in the industry, a system was
adopted under which younger men were to
be in a position to replace the older men in
the industry. The industry, in fact, is to-
day suffering as a result of that period, be-
cause the young men of the deprestioii yea"t
-1 am speaking of the period from 102Rt
onwards-wbo. were ready to work in the
mines wxere forced to leave Collie. The con-
sequence is that the industry is today
famished for labour, having been deprived
of the services of those men. Had vircum-
stances at the time been normal, those young
lads would have entered the industry and
would now be taking their full share of the
burden of producing coal. In order to catch
up with the change that has taken place
in regard to the coal requirements, inex-
perienced men have of necessity beimenmi-
ployed in the mines. That is the real

reason for the origin of the fund.

There are one or two drastic proposals in
the Bill. One deals with the benefits to the
men working in the industry and the age
at which men mayv enter the industry and
become beneficiaries. of the fund. Any per-
son who enters the industry over the age
of 35 years will not become entitled to a
pension at 60, but will receive some compen-
sation, inasmuch as he will receive biael
any contributions he has paid, provided be
has been in the industry for ten years.
This proposal was discussed last Sunday
by members of the union, who think that
the ageo limit should be increased to 45
years. I realise that that would throw a
much heavier liability on the fu~d: hut if
the age were increased to 40 years, it would
mean that the worker would have been 20
years in the industry when he attained the
age of 60. I must ask the Minister to give
this phase consideration when the Bill is
in Committee. The Bill also provides that
men entering the industry shall he medi-
cally examined. No serious ohjection can
be raised against that provision, as it will
in some small degree assist in stahilisn~g
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the fund. Unless the medical exaiiiination
is made, men might get into the industry
who af terwards would become a liability on
the fund. I understand that the men al-
ready in the industry are not required to be
medically examined.

The Bill also deals with the workers em-
ployed on open-cuts. The M1inister has
clarified the position of these workers, as
the Bill indicates that such a worker has to
be wholly or mainly employed on excavating
overburden or winning the coal before he
becomes eligible for a pension. I see trouble
ahead in fixing the dividing line between a
worker who is a truckdriver, and conse-
quently a transport worker, and a man
working on the face of the open-cut. The
truckdriver eventually arrives at the face
of the open-cut and then has to go to his
destination to dump the overburden or to
deliver the coal within the precincts of the
screening belt of the gantry. There will
need to be a line of demarcation so fCar as
those workers are concerned. In regard to
the increases in contributions to 'the fund,
previously thbe men were called upon to pay
2 s. 9d. a week. It is proposed] that thiq
sum shall be increased to 49. The company
previously contributed 5ls. fid. per week far
each man; that sum will now be increased
to 8s. In addition, 2d, per -ton is to b4
taken from the profits of the company.
Previously there was no limit to the ton-

Wge per year on which that 2d. was pay-
able; but, under this amending Bill, it is
proposed that there shall be a limit of
580,000 tons per annum. No contrihutionL
will be required on deliveries above that
quntity.

According to the Bill, the Government
will in future contribute a sum up to
£16,000 per annum. It is believed that , al-
theogh these revisqed contributions will not,
according to the actuary, stabilise the fund,
they will go a long way towards doing so.
Previously the benefit payable from the fund
to a single man at the age of 60 was 40s.,
and that is now to be increased to 52s. 6id.
per week. Whet-reas a married man previ-
ously received 65s. a week at the age of 60
he will in futuare, between the ages; of 60
and 65, receive 90s. per week.

The payment to widows iti to he increased
from 30s. to 40& per week and the all'w-
awce for children under the age of 16 years
in Ouidently to nvmain the same, at SO. Od. a

week, with a maximum payment of 20s. 6id.
per week. There are other alterations pro-
posed in the payment of benefits but, as
the inmister pointed out when introdneing
the Bill, much of that matter is highly
technical and I do not propose to deal f ur-
ther with. it at this stage. Invalidity pen-
sions are also payable under the measure in
certain circumstances, The pensions to
wiceh I have referred are payable to men
between the ages of 60 and 65 years. 'When
any man receiving a pension under this fund
reaches 65 years of age he is forced, by the
provisions of the legislation, to apply for
any benefits that he may be eligible to re-
ceive from the Commonwealth and such
benefits arc to be deducted from the total
he would otherwise receive under the Collie
Miners' Pension Fund.

It is thought that the means test being
progressively lifted from the Common-
wealth social service pensions will ultimately
be of some advantage in helping to stabil-
ise the Collie fund. Anyone connected with
this fund or responsible for its administra-
tion-anri more especially its financial sta-
bility-will appreciate that the progressive
lifting of the Commonwealth means test
will assist materially in stabilising this bene-
fit fund. An actuary might not he satisfied
with this fund, but experience over the
years has taught me that it is extremely
difficult to satisfy an actuary. It is hard
to arrive at any correct understanding of
when a superannuation fund should be re-
garded as stable. It was provided in Sec-
tion 15 of the Coal hMn Workers fPeni-
sions) Act that alterations in miners' pen-
sions would he governed by the rise and
f all in the cost of living. But before the
fund camne into operation the Common-
wealth had upset that Waagemlent with
regard to the rise and tall of the cost of
living in relation to Commonwealth social
service pensions and eonser7nently that pro-
Vision Of the State Act never became opera-
tive.

Lest year's amending Bill removed that
provison and as the Act at present stands
-also under the Bill now before us-no
provision is made for any increase in these
pensions in futare should the eost of liv.
ing rise further and reflect itself in the
commonwealth pensions. I appreciate that
the reason for not dealing with that aspect
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is the desire not to overload this fund with
further liAbilities. The Bill provide for
the rates psyabic under the fund to remain
ststie--provided the measure be passed& The
rates will then remain static until the 30th
June, 1950, irrespective of any increase
that may occur in the Commonwealth pen-
sioums I must ask the Minister to give that
question further consideration. I have been
icquested by the men in the industry, who
were represented at the meeting held last
Sunday, to draw the Minister's attention
to this agpiact in the hope that, even at
this, late stage, provision might be made
to ensure that payments under the State
fund should not lag behind those of the
Commonwealth.

At present a man and his wife receive
an old age pension, under the Common-
wealth legislation, of £4 s. per week.
Under the State fund they receive £3 5s.,
so there has been a log in that direction for
somne time. I hope the Minister will give
the matter consideration so that those re-
ceiving benefits under this Collie scheme
may to some extent keep in line -with in-
creases that may be made in the Common-
wealth social service payments. Generally
speaking, the men in the industry realise
that they must make an extra contribution
in order to keep the fund solvent. The same
applies to the companies, who are also
responsible for certain payments into the
fund. In order to keep the fund stable
the Government hasL agreed to contribilte
eonsidc.-ahly to it.

I will have something further to say on
certain clauses when the Bill is in the Comn-
mittee 5'tage but, with the exception of th"
items I have referred to, I feel the Bill
as presented to us is a step towards equal-
ising the pensions that the Collie coalminers
compulsorily retired receive under the Adt.
I believe the Bill is an h~onest attempt to
equalise those payments with the Common-
wealth social service payments and T must
acknowledge that in some respects this fund
will be more beneficial to the miners be-
tween the ages of 60 and 65 than would the
Commonwealth payments. I realise that
until the Bill is passed the men now rely-
ing on payments under this fund are being
penalised, and I therefore hope the mea-
sure will soon become law.

am
Tfl 3i0N1TE3 FOR HOUSING (Ron.

R. RL. McDoad-West Perth--in reply)
[6-12]: 1 thank the maember fromz Collie for
his analysis of the Bill. I appreciate the
points he raised and the feeling on the part
of the Collie miners that there are certain
features of their pensions scheme that might
he improved to their advantage, in the sense
that they might be made more generous.
However, the Government feels that this
measure at present goes to the maximum
of what can be done. It is a substantial ad-
vance and brings this fund into line with
those of the other States which recently
raised their pension payments. Pending far-
ther experience of the fund, in the light of
the next few year;, and on the advice ten-
dered to the Government, it is not thought
practicable at the present juncture to en-
large the benefits now being paid under this
scheme. For that reason the matter of cost
of living adjustments must also remain in
abeyance for the present.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: With
regard to the references made by the
member for Collie to pensions reflecting
rises in the cost of living,,that is something
which has not been practicable in New
South Wales, and on actuarial advice and in
order to maintain some degree of stability
in the fund, it is, on our present experience,
something which the fund would not be war-
munted in undertaking. Before concluding
my remarks respecting the matters raised by
the hon. member, I would like to make one
reference to Mr. Bromnfield to whom I re-
ferred when introducing the Bill. He is the
chairman of the Collie Miners' Pension
Board as welt as the *State Public Servie
Superannuation Board. I would like the
House to know the valuable services he has
rendered in connection with the Collie
MXiners' Pension Fund.

A vast amount of work has been involved
in this very intrieate subject and in all thp
references that had to be made to the con-
sulting actuary in Victoria, Mr. Gawler.
Matter bad to be prepared, figures collated
and the issue put before him, and then the
present measure had to be framed broadly
for the Parliamentary Draftsoiau, in thi
instance, the Solicitor General. In addition
to that, I had to be educated as to saut
slight knowledge of the technicality of thi
superannuation funud.
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Hon. A. H. Panton: I guess it gave him
a few headaches; not educating you, but
framing the whole scheme.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Edu-
eating mec was not an easy job. I would
like the House to know the work done and
the valuable services rendered by Mr. Bromi-
field in the matters I have mentioned who,
as I have said, went down to Collie and con-
sulted the miners in the steps that have been
taken to improve the benefits under this
fund and at the same time to take some
action to plat it on a sounder actuarial basis.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.
Mr. Perkins in the Chair; the Minister for

Housing in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2-agreed to.

,Clause 3-Amendment of Section 2:
MLr. MARSHALL: One accepts this

measure as being one to provide, or other-
wise increase, the pension rate of those who
will join the industry after January next.
Paragraph (b) of the proviso to paragraph
(a) reads as follows-

Fails to pass the prescribed medical exami-
nation at the time and place prescribed.

A man who is employed in metalliferous
mines and has a compensable disease must
pass a medical examination, and the third
schedule of the Workers' Compensation Act
sets out the complaints which arc com-
pensable. There is a material difference be-
tween working in a metalliferous mine and
working in a coalmnine, and therefore it is
difficult to understand what will be pre-
~scribed when a medical examination takes
place. I can see nothing to prevent a man
from entering the coalmining industry, giv-
ing a lengthy period of service and ulti-
mately enjoying a pension. I therefore
would like the Minister to explain that para-
graph-

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
inquiry by the member for Murchison re-
lates to a matter which is rather technical
for me to deal with. The idea is that men
Khall enter the industry whose physical con-
dition is such that it can he anticipated that
they will remain in it until they reach the
retiring age and become entitled to a pen-
sion. Suich men shall not he over 35 years

of age and their physique will enable them
to make contributions over the whole of
their working life and thereby ensure the
stability of the fund, I express an unin-
formed opinion that the type of examina-
tion to ho prescribed here will be one to
ensure that a man wiUl not crack up be-
cause of the type of work he has to perform
underground. *That examination will be
prescribed by regulation,

The Act gives power to deal with that by
regulation and the House will have the
opportunity of seeing in those regulations
the kind of medical examination proposed,
and if it differs from that requirement the
House can deal with it. Broadly speaking,
it can be said that the examination is to
ensure that men do not go into an industry
where, after a few months or years, their
work causes a physical breakdown. It is
no good to them, the industry or the stability
of the fund which looks to the contributions
of the younger men to support the finances
in the interests of their fellow workers who
are looking forward to the benefits derived
from the fund. I cannot carry it beyond
that. 1 can see obvious difficulties arising
if individual men entered the industry and
after three or four years were unable to con-
tinue, and under this measure be entitled to
draw out all their contributions. They are
entitled to do that even though they may
be over 35 years and have not passed a
medical examination. That would mean
working in the industry for a time, but not
contributing to a fund upon which their
fellow workers were relying when they
retired.

Mr. May: Is there a similar provision
regarding the medical examination in the
Acts of Queensland and New South Wales?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
understand that these provisions are not in
the Acts of those States, but our actuarial
advice is that they would be wise to adopt
similar safeguards to maintain the stability
of their funds, In view of our experience
of the fund and the seemued liability, it is
essential to ensure, for the sake of stability,
that those entering the industry should be
physically fit and not over 35 years of age.
The provision is in the interests of the in-
dustry and of the fund for the purpose of
keeping down contributions. The poorer
the risk, the higher the contributions must
be.
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Mr. MARSHALL: I do not disagree. with
the Minister, but the industry will get the
pick of the men applying for work in the
mines. In metalliferous mining a man is
rejected on account of suffering from one
or other of the compensable, diseases. Here,
however, a man might be rejected without

,#knowing the reason. We ought to be told
something of the nature of the medical
examination. When there was an acute
shortage of labour, the doctor might be in-
clined to pass doubtful cases, but if labour
were plentiful, he would probably be very
strict. This might handicap the industry
by leaving only the older men in it. Will
the Minister indicate what might prevent
a man from entering the industry?9

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
hon. member's suggestion should be con-
sidered in framing the regulations. It should
be possible to state the particular aspects
of health that are requisite, and it might
be permissible for the applicant to receive
a copy of the medical certificate so that he
would know the reason for the adverse re-
port- I point out that these provisions will
not debar men from entering the industry.
If a man were over 35 or did not pass the
examination, he would have his contribu-
tions returned to him after the expiration
of the period so that he would be partici-
pating in a sort of provident scheme all
the time. These requirements will ensure
on the pension side that there will be a
reasonable balance of mien contributing to
the fund for such a period as will afford a
foundation for the scheme. I agree that
the examination should be specific.

Mdr. KAY: Had the views communicated
to the union been included in the Bill, it
would have been more acceptable to the
workers. An assurance by the Minister that
all reasonable care will be exercised when
framing the regulations Should Meet the
position. If all unfit men were rejected for
work in the mines the labour difficulty
would be greatly increased.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
medical examination will be a reasonable
one. A man might be suffering certain dis-
abilities and yet he able to work in the in-
dustrv throughout his life, but some dis-
abilities would preclude his carrying on for
many months or -years. The medical exam-
ination and the degree of physical fitness
required must have due regard to the need

of the industry to get men, and should not
be unduly limiting by keeping out men who
could undertake the work. I think a medium
sort of examination would 'meet the case.

Mr. MARSHALL: I fear that1 if the
examination were very strict, trouble will
eventuate. If'only a few mon were rejected
but were yet able to work in the industry,
they would have to contribute to the fund
without having any pension rights and
would be working alongside men who were
entitled to pensions.

Mr. May:* They would enter the industry
on that understanding.

Mr. MARSHALL: Quite so, but mem
often start working on some unde 'rstanding:
and then revolt against such a restriction,.
However, I do not propose to press the,
matter.

Mr. MAY: The men in the industry feel
that the age of 35 is too low. Such a man
would still have the prospect of 25 years
of work ahead of him, which is a long time
to be excluded from the benefits of the fund.
The men asked for an age limit of 40. How-
ever, I realize that it would make a big
difference to the stability of the fund ifr
men were permitted to enter the industry
at too great an age. Would the Minister
consider making the age 40 in order to sat-
isfy the men working in the industry V

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING:- I
appreciate the desire to have the age limit
raised to 40, but by this Bill we propose
substantially to increase the benefits the
men are to enjoy. If we retain the present
pension rates, then 40 years Of age might
be possible, but we cannot increase them and
at the same time raise the age from 35
to 40. 1 amn compelled, in a matter of this
kind, to rely on the actuarial advice we have
received. The present anticipations are that
there will be a deficiency in the fund of
£150,000 which the rest of the taxpayers of
the State will have to find. In addition, in
order to maintain the increased benefits the
rest of the people are raising their annual
contributions, through the State, from a
maximum of £4,500 to £16,000.

When the next triennial actuarial valua-
tion takes place at the end of 1950, the posi-
tion of the fund can be again examined, and,
if some additional advantages can he given,
the matter can be considered. If the asperi-
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vnec is less favovrable than at pvesentt hoped,
it is possible the contributions might be in-

eraed.

Mr. MAY: I want to ask the Minister, in
connection with paragraph (ii), who will be
the authority to say whether a man is a
transgport worker, or works at the face of
the open-cut. I take it the question will
be decided by the pension tribunal, but there
will be difficulty in some cases. Will there
be any right of appeal? I cannot see any
such provision.

The M1INISTER FOR HOUSING: What
we have done in the measure is to follow
the amendment in the New South Wales Act.
No doubt the question arises there more fre-
quently than it will here, and the decisions
in N.S.W. will be a guide for ourT board.
By Section 28 of the parent Act, the Miun-
ister may refer any question arising under
the Act to the Court of Arbitration, and
all persons interested shall be heard. That
provision is included to meet cases such as
the one mentioned by the hon. member. I
think the Coal Mines Pensions Board would
refer such a question to the Minister who
would pass it on to the Arbitration Court,
and that tribunal would make at determina-
tion on which the board would act.

Mr. M3ARSHALL: I find that in the
parent Act there is no definition of a trans-
port worker. 'Witbdpt knowledge of an
open cut, one might think a transport worker
is one who drives a motor, or some other
vehicle. The removing of over-burden, in
connection with open-cut work, is done
by bulldozers and mechanical -shovels. Would
the Minister say that the operators of those
machines are transport workers?

The MINISTER FOR BBOU SING: I
agree it is not always easy to define the
different classes of work carried out in
open-cut operations. We might create more
difficulties by embarking on a series of
definitions than by agreeing to what is pro-
vided here. It has not been done in the
New South Wales Act. To clarify the posi-
tion in New South Wales, an amendment
similar to what appears in paragraph (ii)
bas been adopted. It will be found, I
think, that the bulldozer driver is classified
as an excavator under the terms of the
measure before us. We might keep in line
with New South Wales in this respect, as
we are attempting to do by the Bill, so

th4k any ruliags and agreements resee
there will be of advantage and guidance t
us under our Act

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 4 to 7--agreed to.

Clause 8-Amendment of Section 9:
Mr. MARSHALL: Proposed new But

section (2) provides for the non-paymex
of a pension to a wife. When domestic ur
happiness occurs and parents part, the ehi
dren generally go with the mother. Even
the mother receives no support herself, ab
generally asks the husband to maintain th
children. It would not be fair to den
such a woman that which the pensioner ha
paid for over many years. It would b
vindictive to punish a woman who may nc
be to blame for domestic unhappiness. J
guity party might be punished in the term
proposed here, but it would be unfair t
punish an innocent party who had main
tamned herself for a number of years.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Th
tribunal would decide what should be pai
to a wife. The object of this provision
to ensure that an allowance will not be pai
to a man who is doing nothing to maintail
his wife, and is not prepared to do so. I
a man does maintain his wife, even thoug]
she lives apart froip him, she will get th
allowance. This clause is identical 'with
provision in both the New South Wales an,
Vietorian 'Miners' Pensions Acts. In neitbe
of those two States does the Act refer t
children. If members are prepared to a11oi
the clause to go through, I will make in
quiries as to the query raised by the mein
her for Murehison.

Mr. 'MARSHALL: I do not propose t
interfere, but I think it might he reviewe
and reconsidered. It might be that a hus
band makes the life of his wife initolerahh(
A case such as that would be difficult fo
the tribunal to adjudicate upon. An unfot
tunate wiman might have bad a rough tim
by having to support herself over a perio
of years, and she will reach the stage wher
she will not be able to compete with younige
women for employment. She will be drus
tically penalised if the clause is strictly en
forced.

The M1INISTER FOR ROUSING: I d
not think there will be any ill-effects froz
this clause. The idea is that the husbani
shall pay to the wife the amnount of th
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pension, or addition to the pension, he is
entitled to draw by reason of his dependent
-wife. Where he refuses to support his wife,
the tribunal can samy, "You cannot draw on
the pens4ion fund if you are not going to
pay that part of the pension to your wife."

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 9 to 11-agreed to.

Clause 12-Amendment of Section 13:-
Mr. MAY: This clause proposes to alter

the wording, of the original Act. I want an
assurance from the Minister that it will not
interfere with the endowment which may
be payable for any children under 16, and
that the endowment can be collected in
addition to the full amount of pension being
paid at that time.

The MI1XISTER FOR HOUSING: *This
amendment is in consequence of the Title
of the Child Endowment Act, 1941, being
altered to the Social Services Consolidation
Act, 1947. The amendment is merely a
machinery one to correct that alteration. The
position will be just the same in futuare
ats it is now, and that is that moneys paid
by way of child endowment will be taken
into consideration as part of the earnings
of a mine worker in the same way as are
moneys received by -way of old age pension.
In other words, a man cannot receive the
full advantages uinder both Acts at the
same time. The amendment makes no altera-
tion to existing practice.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 13-Amendment of Section 14:
Mr. MTAY: When this fund was created,

there existed at Collie an old age and in-
digent fund. This was brought into being
by the old miners who were ineligible to
receive superannuation from the Collie
Miners' Pension Fund.. These miners were
to continue to receive a sum of 12s. 6d.,
and they are still receiving that amount. I
think there are 50 of them still alive, and
I -would like an assurance from the Minister
that this payment will continue.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: There
will be no change from the existing practice.
These men will not be prejudiced in any
way, and the amendment is merely to make
the Act clearer.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 14-agreed to.

Clause 15-Amendment of Section 22:
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I

said, when introducing the Bill, that under
the parent Act each company is required to
deduct from profits or dividends 2d. a ton
onl eacht ton of coal sold, towards its con-
tribution to the Collie Miners' Pensions
Fund. That applies to each company operat-
ing in Collie now and in the future. By this
Bill we are fixing a maximum of 580,000 tons
of coal a year, on which they will be com-
pelled to pay 2d. a ton out of profits or
dividends. One company is producing more
than that amount and the other company is
producing a great deal less. On looking at
the matter, I found it might be read that
the smaller company had to pay 2d, a ton
on 580,000 tons a year, although its actual
production would be only probably 100,000
tons a year. In order to meet the intent, I
move an amendment-

That after the ward "on" in line 4 the
words "a maximum of" be inserted.

This is to ensure that a small company which
produces less than 580,000 tons a year is not
obliged to charge against profits or dividends
2d. a ton on 580,000 tons, but may charge
2d. a ton on its actual coal sold.

Mr. Mlarshall: What is the rate over-
580,000 tons

The MINIST1ER1 FOR HOUSING: Over
that figure, the amount paid would he part
of the ordinary cost of industry, but up to
that figure 2d. a ton is to be charged directly
against profits or dividends. The Bill places
a ceiling at the amount of coal in respect
of which 2d. a ton is to be charged against
dividends, That figure may possibly have
to he -reconsidered in another place because
there has been some question of how the
figure was arrived at.

Mr. M,%ay: You do not propose to bring
it below 580,000 tons in another place?

The 3HN.\ISTFR FOR HOUSING: The
suggestion is that we bring it to what the
average or mean was in 1 944 and 1947.

Mr. MAY: I would like an assurance
from the Minister that in the reconsidera-
tion that is to he given to the matter in view
of the mistake that seems to have arisen
with regard to the calculations of the mean
production, the contributions from profits
will not be reduced so that the fund will be
adversely affected. The policy throughout
the Bill is to secure the stabilisation of that
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fund, and I would like some assurance on
the point.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: This
will not affect the fund by one penny piece,
and every employee of the company will
anean a contribution of 8s. to the fund. All
that is involved is a matter of calculation
-of the mean average coal production of the
lairgest company in the years 1944 and 1047.

Amendment lint and passed; the clause,
as amenlded, agreed to.

Clause 16, Title-agreed to,

Bill reported with an amendment and the
report adopted.

TILL COOMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT.
fleceived fromt the Council anrd, on motion

1 y the Attorney General, read a first time.

BILL-LAND ACT AMENDMENT

(No. 1).
Couneard's . qaoye.

Mlessage fromt the Council received and
rvad, notifying- that it did not insist onl it,
zjii'II i en t.

BILLS (2)- RETURNED.
1, Reoad Closure.

2, 11eserves.

Without amendment.

BILL-PHARMACY AND POISONS ACT
AMENDMENT.

Scr~ond Beading.

'THE MINISTER FOR HEALTH (lion'
A. V. R. Abbott--North Perth) [8.371 ini
moving the second -reading said: The Bill
proposes to make a number of amendments
to the Pharmacy and Poisons Act, 191041937)
to enable the measure to he more efficiently
administered by the Pharmaceutical Society
-of Western Australia. Under the Act that
society has two main functions. The first
is the responsibility to control the registra-
tion and professional conduct of pharma-
ceuitical chemists, and the second is to police
-the sale and distribution of poisons. The
-proposed amendments are brought forward.
,at the request of, and after discussion with,
-representatives of that body. In respect of
the poisons at present controlled under the
Act, these are divided into two clasifications

-those tinder. the Fifth Schedule, which
deals with ordinary drugs that are poisonous,
and those under the Ninth Schedule, which
deal8 with poisonous preparations such as
sheep dip, photographic chemicals and so
f orth.

A perusal of the Bill will. show that it is
sought to add a further schedule to the Act
which will deal with the newer drags that
are Dot of themselves of a poisonous nataLre
bu~t which, owing to the care with which
they have to be used, have to be treated as
suelh. These include suc!h drugs as peni-
cillin, the sulpha lines and so forth. Under
the Act the council of the society, as I men-
tioned previously, is responsible for the
control, sale and distribution of poisons.
The Bill enlarges the authority of the coun-
cii, hut, as it Ls considered desirable the
Goveftnment should accept the final respon-
Aibility in connection with such matters, con-
trol by tile counil wiU he subject to the
Minister. Additional definitions have been
iinsertedl, aInd som of those inluded in the
Act have heen amended so n.s to clear up
sOme dilclties that have arisen.

The society is a corporate body and the
management is vested in a president and
six other members, under the style of the
Council of the Pharnaceutical Society of
Western Auistralia. At present, the meam-
bers of that council hold office for three
years and all retire at the same time. The

sceydesires that the retirement of those
members shall be staggered, and therefore
provision is made in the Bill that, at the
expiration of the term for which the exist-
ing- members of the council hold office at
the, commnencement of this amending legisla-
tion, the members of the society may elect,
for varying terms as, will be prescribed,
seven of their number to form the council.
Sectioa 20 now provides that if a chemist
is convicted of any offence, which, in the
opinion of the council, renders him unfit to
practise, his name, upon the recommenda-
tion of the council, may be erased from the
register.

It is thought desirable that more flexible
provisions should be made to deal with
chemists who have been guilty of impro-
priety, misconduct or infamous conduct in
a professional respec-t, or have been con-
victed of any offence that renders them unfit
to practise or are addicted to alcohol or any
deleterious drug to a degree that renders
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them ufni to practise. Subject to proper
investigation, the council may order the
names to he erased from the register, susv
pend the chemists for a period not exceeding
twelve months, or may censure them. Pro-
vision is made for an appeal to the Governor
against any decision of the council- Section
31 sets out the conditions to be observed by
any person licensed to sell poisons. The
Bill, by Clause 16, seeks to add conditions,
by providing that a licensed persn shall-

(a) refuse to sell and refraiin fromi selling
,ny poison to any person who is-

(i) apparently under 18 years of age;
(ii) unknown to the vendor, unless the

sale be made in the presence of some wit-
ness who is known to the vendor, and to
whom the purchaser is krnown, and that
person signs his name together with his
pla0ce of abode, to the required entry before
the delivery of the poison. to the purchaser.

Then again Section. 34 provides that no per-
gn shall sell any poison unless the bottle
or other vessel, wrapper or cover, box or
c-ase containing it, is marked "Poison." The
Bill emnbodies a new provision that will en-
able regulations to be made setting out the
warnings that arc to be plated on the con-
tainers of poison. The object of Clause 19
is to reast and clarify 'Section 41 under
'which persons engaged in wholesale dealings
are exempted from the provisions of the
Act. That section is now inconsistent with
other provisions of the legislation requiring
the registration of pharmaceutical chemists.
Sei-tion 42 deals with poisonous substances
and preplarations specified in the Ninth
Schedule. Subsection (2) of that section
provides that any person may apply to the
council for the issue to him of a license,

'Under the Interpretation Act the term
"Person" would probably include a body
corporate. In dealing with the sale of
poisons set out in the Fifth Schedule, Sec-
tion 29 provides that no license shall be
issued to a company or friendly society
although carrying on business as a chemist,
but such license may be issued to any phar-
maceutical chemist who is an employee of the
company on its behalf. No similar provision
i., now included in Subsection (2) of Section
42.

The new subsection provides that a
license to sell any poisonous preparation,
as specified in the Ninth Schedule, shall
not be issued to any body corporate or
partnership, but may be issued to any per-
son on his own behalf or on behalf of any

body corporate or' partnership. The object
of this is to ensure that some person will
be responsible for seeing that the provi-
sions of the Act are complied with. A
licensee, together -with his employer, da
jointly responsible and liable for punish-
ment if any offence under the Act is com-
mitted.

A new part is inserted in the Act after
Section 43 which deals with a new class of
drags that were classified as poisons, but
that are deleterious if used indiscriminately,
such as penicillin, sulpha drugs and other
drugs of a like nature. No provision at
present exists in the Act to deal with
these. BY Clause 22 provision is made that
these drugs shall not be sold except by such
persons and under such conditions as may
be presr-rihcd. At present, under the
Health Act penicillin, even if used for
veterinory purposes, requires a doctor's
preserilption. This causes a great deal of
inconvenience, as penicillin is now one of
the best remedies for mastitis, which is a
disease affecting cows. It is proposed to
repeal the provision in thc Health Act and
to deal with such drugs uinder the parent
Act. Section 44 of the Act contains a num-
ber of general provisions relating to the
control of' the Sale of poisons.

The Bill proposes to add a new provi-
sion which is designed to prevent persons,
other than chemists, accepting prescerip-
tions, sending them to chemists to be made
lip and then delivering the resulting medi-
cine, This practice is considered to he un-
desirable, because the medicine is capable
of being interfered with, or may be given
to a person for whom it is not intended.
It is felt that the chemist himself should
receive the prescription, make it up and
see that it is given to the person ordering
it. Section 50 4of the Act provides that any
patent or proprietary medicine can be sold
in any place which is at least 20 miles from
the nearest chemist, whether it contains
poison or not, It is thought desirable that
all medicines, which contain poison should
be brought within the scope of the Act, and
therefore Section 50 is being repealed. The
Bill contains some other amendments of an
administrative nature, which can be more
appropriately dealt with in Committee. As
I have said, the Bil has been brought
down after careful consideration and con-
sultation, not only with the Pharmaceutical
Society, but also with the commissioner of
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Public Health. I feel that it will place the
sale of poison on an even better footing
than at present. I commend the measure
to members and move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
On motion by Hon. A. A. M. Coverley,

debate adjourned.

BILL-GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES'
PENSIONS.

Message.

Message from the Governor received and
read recommending appropriation for the
purposes of this Bill.

Second Reading.

THE PREMIER (Hon. D). RI. McLarty-
Murray-Wellington) [8.50] in moving the
second reading said: This Bill proposes to
grant pensions to a group of Government
employers, the majority of whom have been
out of the Service for some time. They are
mainly er-wages employees who were per-
manently employed prior to the 17th April
-1905, hut who have been refused pensions
under the 1871 Superannuation Act and
who are not eligible to contribute under the
1938 Act. Beore explaining the provisions
of the Rift more fully, I should like to refer
to the history of this subject. Most members
will be conversant with representations
which have been made over a period of
years by er-wages employees, principally of
the Railway flpartment, to have their
claim for pens~ns under'the 1871 Super-
annuation Act recognised by successive
Governments.

A Select Committee of this House was
app~ointed in 1037 to inquire into the Gov-
ernment's liability to pay superannuation to
railway employees. I shall refer to the rec-
ommendations of the Select Committee at a
later stage. Summed up briefly, the position
has been as follows:- Pensions -under the
1871 Act -were permissive, the Governor in
Council being the final arbiter. The Act pro-
vides that employees must have served in an
established capacity in the permanent Civil
Service of the Colonial Government, whether
their remuneration he computed by day
pay, weekly wages or annual salary. "Es-
tablished capacity" had not been defined in
the 1871 Act. There were a number of con-
-flieting opinions as to whether it did or did
not include wages employees, and these

opinions are set4 out in the report of the evi-
dence given before the Select Committee. In
December, 1936, the Government declared
its policy in this regard as follows:-

Claims for superannuation by railway ser-
vants will be inquired into and receive con-
sideration only-

(a) when the claimant establishes that
he was holding a salaried staff office on the
17th April, 1905; or

(b) when the claimant establishes that,,
although he was not holding a salaried staff
office on the 17th April, 1905, he had prior
to that date held a salaried staff office for
an aggregate period of at least 10 years.

The policy of the Government as declared
at that time was, in reality, a re-affirmation
of the practice which had operated over a
long period previously, and that policy has
been consistently adhered to ever sin'u. The
Select Committee considered that it was not
the intention of the Legislature to confer a
benefit on persons in one section and annul
it in another, and expressed the opinion that
persons employed in the railway service of
the State prior to the 17th April, 1905,
whether on day pay, weekly wages or annual
salary, have a legitimate claim to a super-
annuation allowanev, provided that they
have complied with the other essential re-
quirements of the Act. A motion moved sub-
seqeniUCI ly-

That in the opinion of this House the ov-
erment should give effect to the recommeD-
dations; of the Select Committee

was passed with a majority of 14. Subse-
quently, the Government agreed to adhere to
the policy defined in December, 1036. Fol-
lowing the introduction of the 1938 contrib-
utory slheme, those wages employees who
-were still employed on the 1st March 1939
and who had not attained age 65 on that
date, became eligible to contribute for a pen-
sion under the Act. Most of them could only
afford to contribute for the first four age-
.30 concession units, since owing to their ad-
vanced age, the cost for additional units at
actual age rates would have been prohibi-
tive. But those over 65, and those who had
left the service prior-to the 1st 'March, 1939,
were disqualified from contributing for
benefits under the 1938 Act. They were in
the position of being deemed to be ineligible
under the 1871 Act, although permanently
employed prior to the 17th April, 1905, and,
because of their advanced ages, of being
disqualified from receiving benefits under the
contributory scheme. Since the present Goy-
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erment assumed offie, representations have.
again been made by those concerned to have
their alai=s recognised.

Apart fromb the queastion as to whethier or
not they had any moral or legal claims under
the 1871 Act and whether the policy of sueo-
ctssive Governments was just and equitable,
I do not think anyone will dispute the fact
that the circumstances mentioned have been
rather severe on this group of cx-employees.
An estimate prepared in 1938 showed that
the probable annual cost of paying pensions
to railway wages employees under the 1871
Act at that time might be in the vicinity of
£135,000 per annum, and the total ultimate
liability over Z2,0O0,0O0. That estimate in-
eluded all those who subsequently elected to
contribute under the 1938 Act. With a view
to ascertaining the probable position as it
exists today, a list has been prepared of all
the wages employees who were in the Serv-
ice prior to the 17th April 1905 and who
are known to be still living. The 647 persons
listed come within the following categories-

a)Contributors or pensioners under the
1938 Act, including those still in
the Service . . . .462

(b) Retired prior to the 1st; March,
1939, and ineligible under the 1938
Act . . . . .154

(e) Retired after the let Maroh, 1939,
but ineligible because of age to con-
tribute under the 1938 Act . . . . 7

<di) StiU employed oa the 1st March,
1939, but who did not elect to con-
tribute under the 1938 Act, inelud-
ifig five still employed -. . 12

(e) Those of doubtful eligibility for
reasons of resignation, etc., before
attaining age 60 .. . . 12

4347

There will no doubt be others under the
heading of (h);i they are those who retired
prior to the 1st 'March, 1939 and ineligible
under the 1938 Act, particulars of -whom are
not available. It is not known who they may
be and whether or not they are still living.
There are also others from departments
other than the Railway Department, but it
is thought they will be few in number. In
view of the changed circumstances which
followed the introduction of the contribu-
tory scheme, the Government has given con-
sideration to ways and means of providing a
measure of relief for this group of ex-
employees, whose numbers are rapidly
diminishing.

The Government has giveni coneideratior
to the alternatives of (a) reeognising the
claiims of ex-wages cmployefs for supettn-
flumtioa uinder the 1871 Act or (b) provid.
ing some other scheme that wooild he Yegard-
ed as reasonable to the men end that would
not involve the State in an unreaaonebl5
large expenditure of public funds. If the
Government were to follow the formez
course and pay all of those 647 men pen.
sions in accordance with the 1871 Act, the
coat in the first completed year, on the
basis of an average pension of £6 per weel
-increased from £4 by last year's amend-
iag legislation-would be in the vicinity ol
£170,000. As an offset to that there would
he a reduction of approximately £60,0OC
on account of the Government's share ol
pensions under the 1938 Act for the 462
contributors to Pensions under that Act.

It is thought that the average pensior
might be considerably more than £5 pei
week -when accurately computed. Even if il
were not more, the State would be required
to find at least £100,000 in the first com-
pleted year. The Government was faced
firstly with the serious esponsibility ci
finding a substantial sum of money for the
purpose and, secondly, of upsetting the pro.
cedure, practice and policy followed by suc-
cessive Governments ever since the 1871 Adi
camne into operation. It was therefore tde.
aided that there was no justification for the
Government paying pensions to those per.
sons under the 1871 Act. As an alternative
the Bill has been prepared to provide for s
modified scheme, and is submitted for the
consideration of members.

It is proposed that a person shall be
eligible for benefits under the scheme Only
if (a) he was permanently employed prior
to the 17th April, 1905, (b) he was con-
tinuously employed for not less than 10
years f rom a date prior to the 17th April,
1905 and (a) he was still in the Service on
attaining the age of 60 years or was retired
before that age through invalidity. A person
shall be disqualified if (a) he is receiving
or is eligible to receive a pension under the
1871 Superannuation Act or (b) is a con-
tributor or a pensioner under the 1938 Act
or (a) wag dismissed from the Service for
disciplinary reasons.

If a person resigned or was discharged oi
retrenched before attaining the age of 6C
years he would he eligible only if he were
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re-employed in the Government service and
were still so employed at the age of 60. In
any such case he would receive a pension
ealculated on the first period of continuous
service, provided it was not less than 10
years. Subsequent service could not count
for the purpose of calculating the amount
of pension payable. The amount of the
pension is to be calculated in accordance
with the number of years of continuous
service, and with a minimum of 10 years,
and the average annual amount of wages
received during the last three years of his
service.

For example, it he served continuously
for 10 years from a date prior to the 17th
April, 1905, he would be paid 10/48ths of
his average annual wages. If he served for
11 years he would receive 11/48ths of his
average annual wages, and so on up to a
maximum of 40/48ths for 40 years service
or longer. In no ease is a person to be paid
a pension in excess of £180 per annum,
which is equivalent to £2 i10s, per week.
There is to be no retrospective payment of
pensions.

Hon. A. H. Panton: That will hurt.

The PREMIER: I am trying to make it
perfectly clear. The pension will become
payable when the Act is proclaimed or sub-
sequently, where necessary. There is no
provision for the Payment Of a Pension to
the widow of a deceased pensioner or
eligible employee. No contributions from
employees are required. Those are the
principal features of the proposed scheme,
and other features can be explained when
the Bill is in the Committee stage.

Mir. Marshall: What is the position of
proposed beneficiaries who are in receipt of
the old age pensiont

The PREMIER: I will explain their
position. It is desired to make it clear that
the proposed scheme will apply only to that
group of persons who were permanently
employed prior to the 17th April, 1905, and
who were refused pensions under the 1871
Act and were unable to participate in the
19038 contributory scheme. Persons who
joined the Service after the 17th April,
1905, are not included. They may or may
not be eligible under the 1938 Act, Those
who are eligible under that Act had an
opportunity to contribute for the first four
units of pension at the age 30 rate. The

cost to them of those four units was 8s. 5sf.
per fortnight, which provided them with
a pension of £2 10s. per week, increased
from £2 last year, and their widows with
a pension of 25s. per week, almost wholly
at the expense of the State.

It is considered that provision has been
made by the State for that group and any
scheme for the remainder, who were inelig-
Odibe, should have, as its basis, a maximum
pension comparable with that payable for
the flrst four aged 30 concessional units
mentioned, £2 10s. per week. Admittedly
those covered by the 1938 scheme were re-
quired to contribute, but whereas their
widows are eligible for pensions, the widows,
of those who will be covered by the present
proposal will not be so eligible.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke:- Robbery.

The PREMIER: In fixing the maximum
amount of pension payable at £2 10s. per
week the Government was influenced by (a)
the amount payable in respect of the first
four age 30 concessional units under the
1938 Act and (b) the ability of the State
to finance the scheme and (e) the incidence
of the Commonwealth means test in respect
of old age pensions. The amount of pen-
sion payable in respect of the first four age
30 concessional units is £C2 10s. per week.
Because of the advanced ages of those con-
cerned the Government is -responsible for
the payment of almost the full amount of
£C2 10s. per week. The amount payable
from the fund is only a shilling or two
per week. Only 10 per cent. of those
covered by the 1938 Act contributed for
units of pension in excess of the age 30
concessional units. The additional unitu
were at the actual age rates and were very
costly in the ease of older employees.

In the circumstances it was considered
that a maximum pension of £2 10s. per
week under the proposed scheme would be
equitable and would not create an anomalous
position in respect of those covered by the
1938 contributory scheme. The cost to the
State was an important factor in deciding
the maximum amount of pension payable.
There are 168 persons, known to be living,
who would be immediately eligible under
the proposed scheme. If we add 25 per
cent. to cover the unknown number, the
maximum might be approximately 210. If
every one of them were eligible for the
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maximum pension of £130 per annum the
cost for the first complete year would be
between £22,000 and £C27,000. All but four
of those 18 employees will be over 75 years
of age on the 1st July, 1949. Seventy-three
of them will be over 80 years of age on
that date. The numbers in the various age
groups will be as follows-

Age Number in Group
60 1
72 3
75 3
76 19
77 22
78 19
79 28
so 20
81 22
82 7
83 3
84 7
85 6
86 4
87 3
88 1

In addition there are still five in the ser-
vice who are between 60 and 65 years of
age. It may therefore be anticipated that
the annual cost will decrease fairly rapidly.
It is reported that since the figures were
compiled in May last 12 or wore have died.
At the end of 10 years the annual cost
might he reduced to between £2,000 and
93,000. The ultimate liability over 10 years
or more might he between £100,000 and
£125,000. If a higher maximum rate of
pension were fixed it would create an
anomaly in respect of those covered by the
1938 scheme and would involve the State ~n
much greater expenditure. It was also
necessary to consider the effect the payment
of a State pension would have on Common-
wealth old age pensions, which many of
those concerned would be receiving. The
payment of £2 10s. per week to a married
man would be within the limits of the £3
per week pernitted to be earned without
reducing his own or his wife's old age
pension.

Hon. A. ]f. Penton: That is £3 between
the man and his wife.

The PREMIER: Yes. Should each be
in receipt of the maximum old age pension
their joint income from both Commonwealth
and State sources would be £6 15is. per week.
Should they be in receipt Of any other
income exceeding 10-s. per week in addition
to the State pension of £2 10s. per week
the amount of the old age pension would

be correspondingly reduced. The payment
of £2 10s. per week to a single man who
is in receipt of the maximum age pension
would result in a reduction of such pension
by £1 per 'week if he was in receipt of no-
other income.

Mr. Marshall: You will be paying the
maximum if the Commonwealth removes the
means test next year. 4

The PREMIER: We will take that hurdle
when we come to it.

Hon. 'A. H. Panton: Are you going to take
the maximum amount -of £1 per week from
the Commonwealth or are you going to take
it from your Lanai

The PREMIER: In some eases there
would be relief from the Commonwealth
pension.

Mr. Rodoreda: It will be no relief to the
State Treasury; the Commonwealth gets
the relief.

The PREMIER- Yes. If the total in-
come of the pension is above that which is
permitted to be earned under the age pen-
sion, then a reducation is made from the
amount allowed by social services.

Hon. A. HI. Panton: Could you make the
Commonwealth pay and then reimburse
from our pension?

The PREMIER: I will explain as I go
along. That was not advisable, It was a,
matter that came to my mind.

Hon. A. ff. Pardon: It always comes to
my mind.

The PREMIER: A single man could re-
ceive by way of both pensions a total of
£3 12s. 6d. per week. The Government
gave consideration to the practicability of
fixing a nominal rate of pension in excess of
£2 10s. per week and deducting the amount
of the Commonwealth age pension.. If this
were done, we would be faced with the same
problems as those associated with the coal-
miners', pensions scheme. The incidence of
the means test would result in the payment
of a multitude of different rates of pension.
Those disqualified under the means test
from receiving the age pension would be
en'titled to the maximum amount from the
State, but those who were in receipt of an
age pension could only be paid the amount
permitted under the means test. There
would he no uniformity of treatment and
there would be many difficulties associated
with the administration of such a scheme.
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In eonclusion, it is desired to mention
'that the provisions of the Bill in respect of
qalifying service, method of computing
rates' of pension, break of service, etc., fol-
low closely along the lines of the procedure
practised and policy established under the
1871 Aot. I had the following notes added
so that my previous remarks could be
clearly understood. I want again to cm-
phasise that the pensions are not on a flat
rate. A person could be eligible for a
lower rate of pension. For example, if he
served continuously for only 20 years and
his average annual' wages were £260, he
would be entitled to 20/48ths of £260 which
equals £108 6s. Sd. per annum. That par-
ticular person would have to serve 24 years
before he could qualify for £130 per annum
or the maximum of £2 10s. per week.

Mr. Brady: They all must have started
in 18115 or before.

The PREMIER: No, before 1905.
'Mr. Rodoreda; Ten years before that;

1895 or before that year.
Hon. A. H. Panton: flow soon before

1905 must they start

The PREMIUER: Any time prior to 1905.
They must have started before the 1871
Act was terminated.

H~on. A. H. Pardon: If they started a
fortnight before the 17th April, 1805, they
will become eligible 9

Mr. Hegney: Thea they must do ten
years after that?

The PREMIER: They must do ten years.
T move--

That the Bill be now read a second time.
on motion by flow- A. RI. G. Hlawke, de-

bate adjourned.

EILI-SAFFIC ACT AnDMNTw.
Returned from the Council without

amendment.

UfLJ,-MARKETING OP APPLES ANlD
PEARS.

Seoosd Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING (Han.
R. R. McDonald-West Perth) [9.22] in
moving the second reading said: This
measure is to make provision for the market-
ing of the 1949 apple and pear crop of the
State of Western Austrli. Members will

recollt that commencing in the year 194
and ever since theta has operated a Coni
xnonwealth marketing sc-heme under NationE
Seu'ity Regulatione in relation to apple
and pears, in the first place, I thini
thrwigtout the whole of Australia and fo
the last five years or so in the States o
Western Australia and Tasmania. The Corx
monwenith scheme was initiated under th
Commonwealth Defence powers and at
time when governmental action' in th
Federal sphere was essential to preserve th
stability of the industry which, in th
absence of the oversee market which ha,
been enjoyed prior to the war, would hay
been placed in a position of extreme dimf
culty, particularly in the two exportin:
States of Tasmania and Western Australit
Tasmania in particular has a very large pro
duction of apples and had a large expox
trade in apples oversca, particularly to th
United Kingdom.

Western Australia also bad a large appi
production and, prior to the war, enjoyc.
a substantial and important measure of e~i
port trade. In fact, taking it broadly ii
our State, one-third of our production o
apples would be consumed locally and two
thirds would need to find markets interstat
or overses. Prior to the war, the apple an,
pear crops of Western Australia were sot'
on the open market but, as members wi
appreciate, when the war came and shippin:
was extremely doubtful and markets wer
closed in Continental countries in partion
lar, then exports from all States like West
ern Australia and Tasmania were almos
completely terminated. So, to maintain tb
industry and those dependent upon it an'
the considerable advantage that the State
enjoyed from this important industry, th
Commonwealth stepped in, under th
National Security Regulations, and acquired
at the beginning of each season, the appl
and pear crops, and proceeded to inarke
them, both inside Australia and, 'whet
markets could be found, outside Anstrak;
and, after meeting administration expenseE
the proceeds were paid to the rowers.

A certain guaranteed figure was also cii
joyed by rowers for their production si
that they might receive such an income a
would enable them to be maintained on thei
holdings and to continue in the iaduztr3
In the early part of this year, when, to som
degree, pre-War conditions returned, t%
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things became likely in the State of Western
Australia. The first was, compared to the
apple crop of this year, that is at the be-
ginning of 1948, the apple crop of next at
the beginning of 1949, would be much
larger. Secondly, there might be an im-
proved opportunity of export owing to
Great Britain coming once more into the
market for apples and, side by side with
this anticipated increase in the crop' for
1.949 in this State and the prospect of the
export trade being to some extent revived,
there was a serious shortage of fruit-cases.
During the war years when the export trade
was reduced to small proportions, and 'when

'to some extent marketable crops might not
be so large, the importance of fruit-cases
was not so evident. However, with the
gradual return to peacetime conditions, and
particularly with respect to the forthcoming
1949 crop, the position at the beginning of
this year was such as to give concern to
the industry and to the Government.

It was then found, on an estimate made
in August last, that the total local production
of fruit-cases suitable for apples and pears,
including the carryover for last yearwould
be approximately 1,180,000 boxes, whereas
the anticipated number of boxes required
to meet the needs of that portion of the
crop to be boxed would be something like
500,000 more. Conferences were held and
the advice and assistance of the Western
Australian Fruitgrowers' Association and
others interested in the industry were in-
vited. As a result of deliberations, the
Commonwealth Government, through its
Apple and Pear Marketing Board, pur-
chased 510,009 cases from Sweden in order
to make the additional provision required
for tbe Western Australian crop for 1949.
That purchase was made under financial1
.,uorantees given by the Commonwealth.

Another problem arose in connection with
the importation of those boxes, and that
was the question of equalising in the indus-
:ry the amount paid for boxes, because the
price of the local box is is. 8d. and the
cost of the imported box was 3s, Gd. Tn
urder to obviate unfairness as between diE-
rerent producers, it became necessary to
jave some sort of equalisation scheme. To-
yards the middle of the year, it appeared
)robable that the Commonwealth Govern-
nent this year would not proceed with the
equisition of apples snd pears as it had

done in previous years. The reason is that
its constitutional power to continue acquisi-
tion under its defence powers is now open
to grave doubt and the Commonwealth was
likely to decline to acquire the apple and
pear crop in Western Australia and Tas-
mania for 1949.

Following this information, the Govern-
ment got into touch with the Commowealth
Minister for Commerce and Agriculture, Mir.
Pollard and discussed the position with
him. He affirmed that the Commonwealth,
for constitutional reasons, would not be pre-
pared to acquire the apple and pear crops
this season. However, be adopted a very
helpful and appreciative attitude as to the
position that would arise in the two States.
He intimated that in those two States, which
depend so greatly on the export trade for
the stability of their industry, if there was
a substantial preponderance of growers who
desired the Commonwealth board to con-
tinue in operation for the purpose of mar-
keting the crops, the Common-wealth board
would co-operate in every way and endeav-
our to make its services available and assist
in the marketing of the crops from the two
States for 1949.

The problem of Tasmania was even more
difficult than that of Western Australia be-
cause, whereas we had a potential deficiency
of half a million cases, Tasmania had a
deficiency of twvo million cases for which
it had to look to imports from oversjca and
in respect of which it would have to make
provision for the financial outlay to buy the
boxes in anticipation of harvesting the en-
suing crop. Following the discussions with
the Federal Minister, in which he expressed
-willingness to co-operate as far as he could
constitutionally, and to continue the Com-
monwealth board so that its experience, or-
ganisation and resources might be available
to the two States, we took steps to consult
those engaged in the industry. The matter
was brought up at the annual conference of
the Western Australian Fruitgrowers' Asso-
ciation, and the following motion was ear-
Tied unanimously:

That the executive be requested to take an
immediate poll of growers as to a scheme for
the marketing of apples and pears as similar
as conditions may permit to the 1048 acquisi-
tion plan with provision for guaranteed ad-
vance and distribution to growers of ay
surplus.

That with this in view, the Minister be re-
quested to keep the Apple and Pear Market-
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ing Board in being and that this conference
recommends that growers vote for this
scheme.

The resolution referred to the crop to be
harvested at the beginning of next year.
The measure now before the House and the
whole scheme is confined entirely to the crop
of 1949.

Mr. M1arshall: H-as a plebiscite been taken
of the growers in this State?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Yes.

Mr. Marshall: Did they vote in favour of

it,?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: They
did. In order that growers might be fully
informed of the situation, the association
distributed a brochure which gave a very
clear and informative picture of the situnt-
lion. It commenced by citing the resolution
of the annual conference and continued--

The association understands that the Comn-
mnnwealth GovernmenMt considers that the
validity of acquisition of apples and pears in
1949 woul be constitutionally doubtful and
that it is riot prepared to prolong the present
semre. The industry has been conducted under
the artificial cireumstanes created by the war
and arising from the help) it has had from
the acquisition scheme . .. The executive con-
siders it is very doubtful indeed as to whether
any section of the industry is equipped to
mo~ve froin acquisition to a complete absence
of assistance and Organisation in one year.

The brochure then sets out the plan recom-
mended for 194%, as follows

The essential features Of the plan, which
the association 's recent annual conf erence
endorsed are--

(1) State legislation be enacted to
''vest" all apples and pears in an appro-
priate authority. (The State constitu-
tionally has this power, which is equivalent
to acquisition, except only as to interstate
sales.)

(2) A similar enactment or, failing that,
an effective means of control of at least
S0 per cent. of apple and pear production,
to be established in Tasmania.

(3) The schemne to be administered in
both States, and centrally co-ordinated, by
the Australian Apple and Pear Marketing
Board; that authority to be kept in exist-
ence by the Commonwealth as an ex-
perienced administrative body with exist-
ing organisation, etc.

(4) This plan to operate, so far as con-
corns this poll, for 1949 only.

(5) A major objective to be that of
facilitating the adjustment of all sections
of the industry to the transition from the
acquisition plans of 1940-1948 to circum-
stances of "open'' marketing.

(6) The Commonwealth to provide snw
guarantee payments to rowers on deliverei
fruit sot less than the basic advances o
the 1948 season; also all ''presentation'
costs.

I understand that "presentation" costs sr
marketing expenses.-

(7) The plan to operate on a pool bast;
but with separate pools for the two States
All State surpluses, after providing to
ratable proportions of central administra
tion, to be retu rned to growers in propor
tion to quantities delivered by them ih
accordance with Board instructions.

(8) The Commonwealth, as the guaran
tor of basic advances, to meet any losses.

(9) The Commnonwealth, to provide im
mediate finance for the procurement o'
estimated requirements of eases and pack
ing mnaterials.

I shall not read the whole of the brochuN(
but, as I stated, it deals with the matte'
fully and clearly. As prcviously mentioned
this plan has been drawn up at the instrue.
tion of the delegates to the recent anula
conferleoce of the association, who unani-
zuously recommended it-s adoption by th(
growers at the poll.

A poll of growers was then held of grow-
ers of 3090 or more trees of apples and peart
of varieties not subject, in 1948, to release
It was a voluntary poll and, of 889 entitled
to vote, 597 recorded their votes. Of this
number, 515 voted in favour of the plan
and] 77 against, and there were five informal
votes. Of the votes that were east, 86 per
cent. were in favour of the plan, which had
been recommended by the annual eonfer-
ence. After the opinion expressed by the
growers of this State the Commonwealth
Minister for Commerce andl Agriculture was
approached and, at a conference some two
or three weeks ago, called 'by him at Can-
berra, this State and Tasmania were repre-
sented Ministerially and by their officers.
This State was also represented by Mr-.
Soothill, vice-chairman of the Apple and
Pear Mlarketing, Board and associated with
the industry in this State, as an expert on
these matters. The basis of a plan was then
agreed to0.

The basis 6f the plan is this, that the
States of Tasmania and Western Australia
shall make their own arrangements to secure
the fruit for marketing as the Common-
wealth will not proceed this year-that is in
.1949-with acquisition. It was the acquir-
ing authority in these two States for this
year's crorp-1948--bfit it is not prepared
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to do the acquiring for the 1949 crop. The
Commonwealth, therefore, left the States to
take any requisite measures to acquire, take
p)ossession of or secure contracts over the
apple and pear crops in their respective
boundaries. That having been done, thle
Commonwealth aigreed, firstly, that the Com-
monwealth Apple and Pear Marketing
Board would continue in existence and
undertake the marketing of the apple and
pear crops as the agent for the two States
concerned; secondly, that it, -would guaran-
tee Wo the growers in each State a return
equal to that which was guaranteed to them
for the crop at the beginning of this year.
and thirdly, if the sale proceeds of the 1949
crop were such that any surplus remainied
over the guaranteed price, then that surplus
would he distributed amongst the growers.
Accordingly, the Bill is now presented tu
the House. As I said, it is confined to one
year's crop only-that to be marketed at the
beginning of next year.

The Bill provides that the Governor may
make such an agreement as I have outlined
b~etween the State and the Commonwealth.
It then provides for the appointment of a
State Board to be known as the Western
Australian Apple and Pear Board, which
i.; necessary, because, in the terms of the
plan proposed to and endorsed by the
growers, there must ho an acquirng auth-
ority in this State. The members of the
State Board will be the same people as have
been members of the State committee under
the apple and pear marketing regulations,
namely, four representatives of the growers,
one representative of the local marketing
agents, one representative of the consumers,
and the State Superintendent of Horticul-
ture. It is likely also that in view of the
export that may take place there wiltlibe
added to the board one representative of
the Fruit Exporters' Association. I may
add that this year it is very probable that
the British Government, by an agreement
made direct between it and the Australian
Government, will purchase 3,000,000 bushels
of apples from Australia. The order or pur-
chase has not yet been finally confirmed, nor
has the price been arrived at. it seems likely,
'however, that this amount of apples will be
taken from the 1949 crop by the British
Government.

It is hoped that the Commonwealth Min-
ister will say, as hie did previously, that the
fulfilment of the order is to be left to the

two main exporting States, Western Aus-
tralia and Tasmania. This year it is antici-
pa ted that the total production of apples in
our State will be from one and three quarter
to two million bushels, and that the quantity
to be packed will be possibly between one
and a quarter to one and a half million
bushels. The whole pack cannot be com-
pleted because of the shortage of labour.
These figures arc given as tentative only be-
cause much depends on weather conditions
and other factors. It is sufficient to say that
we have in this State for 1949 a production
which should he of a value of £1,000,000 to
£2,000,000. The Bill, therefore, provide,
-for a State hoard which will acquire the
apples and pears in this State. It also pro-
vides. for the registratioll of the growers, to
the extent of an acre or more, of apples and
pears. It takes in all those who are now
registered under the National Security Regu-
lations. They will automatically be regis-
tered uinder the measure. Those not so regis-
tered will be required to register within a
month.

On the acquisition of the ap~ple and pear
crop in this State, the Commonwealth Board
then becomes the marketing authority and
accepts delivery and sells the fruit hoth in-
side Australia arid oversea; it deals with
matters such as the fruit ecase position, and
e~qualisation of costs, and will make advances
to the growers based on the presentation or
marketing costs, and through the Cornmon-
wealth see that the growers obtain a return
which will be equal to that which they
obtained for their crop at the beginning of
this year. In other words, the Common-
wealth Board will continue in operation as
the marketing authority for Tasmania and
Western Australia. The administrative ex-
penses it incurs will be distributed equally
between the two States in such a way as
may he agrteed upon, and, in the absence of
agreement, in such proportions as shall be
determined by the Commonwealth Minister.
I have no doubt that he will, having regard
to the size of the industry in the two States,
make an equitable allocation between them.

Mr. Hoar: Will the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment have the responsibility for deter-
mining the quota from each State.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Yes,
the Commonwealth has that right now. The
contract will be a direct one between the
Commonwealth and the British Govern-
ments. The Commonwealth, therefore, will
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be Wile to say from where the apples shall
come. It will be within its rights to say
from which States and in what proportions
they shall come. I think I am right in say-
ing that last year, when a certain amount
was sold to Great Britain in the samne way,
the Commonwealth, bearing in mind that
Western Australia and Tasmania relied upon
their export trade, allocated the whole of the
British order between those two States.
From some of the remark% made by Mr.
Pollard in the Commonwealth Parliament
when I was in Canberra two or three, weeks
ago, I feel confident he will consider that
Western Australia and Tasmania, where the
industry relies so much on export, must be
protected to the fullest possible exctent in
relation to this order.

Hon. A. 11. Panton: Will there be just
as many apples and pears lying on the
ground at Bridgetown and other placest

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: That
is always a difficulty.

lion. A. IH. Panton: I think it is a terrible
shame.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: It is
a matter of labour. I think the member for
Nelson will bear me out when I say that one
of the chief difficulties of the growers is that
of securing labour. They cannot market
all the crop they could because of labour
shortages.

Hon. A. H. Panton: They told me at one
time that they were not allowed to sell the
apples.

The INISTER FOR HOUSING: There
may be some limitations which I do not
propose to discuss at this stage. In order
to maintain a price, as far as possible to the
growers, some limitation on the disposal of
apples and pears has, I believe, had to be
made. That is a subject receiving consid-
eration, and 1. perhaps, would not be wise
to embark on it now. In any case, I anm
not fully conversant with all the various
factors involved. The measure before the
House provides for authority to make an
agreement with the Commonwealth on the
lines I have mentioned, to provide for the
agency of the Commonwealth Board to mar-
ket these apples, for the guarantee by the
Commonwealth of a return not less than that
received b~y the growers for the 1048 crop
and that if there is a surplus then the
growers will receive the benefit of it. The
terms are generous because if there is a loss

on the guarantee, the Commonwealth Treas-
ury will bear it, and if there is a surplus
the growers are to receive the benefit. The
agreement has not yet been signed, in fact
it has not yet been finally approved. From
the drafts that have been exchanged with
the Federal Minister by airmail I think wre
can expect that the last draft of the agree-
ment and the Bill sent to him will meet
with his approval.

I propose to lay on the, Table of
the House a copy of the proposed agreement
between the State and the Commonwealth
in relation to the marketing of the 1949
apple and pear crop so that members will
see what is being arranged to carry out the
terms I have mentioned. I hope to have
extra copies available tomorrow so that
members may be able to study the draft
agreement referred to in the Bill. I am
hoping that by tomorrow afternoon, when
the matter is being further discussed, to he
able to inform the House that I have re-
ceived advice from Mr. Pollard that the
agreement, which has been sent to him, has
met with his approval and will be signed
by the Commonwealth Government. Until
the agreement is signed, the measure can-
not come into force because it depends on
an agreement being arrived at between the
Commonwealth and Western Australian
Governments. The finances involved by
such a scheme are very considerable.

The marketing costs have to be paid and
the growers receive progress payments or
advances because they need something to
keep them going. So, for some considerable
time, there is money goinfg out in very large
sums, and little or nothing coming in until
the crop can be marketed in due course.
Under the Bill members will see that author-
ity is to be given to the Treasurer of this
State to sign a guarantee to the Common-
wealth Bank to enable that bank to put in
the hands of the Commonwealth Board
mainly, axid the State Board to some extent,
such funds as ire needed to carry out the
marketing of this product.

It may seem rather strange that the State
should be providing money for a Common-
wealth board to utilise in carrying out this
scheme, especially when the Commonwealth
is actually agreeing to meet all losses on
the scheme, and further is assuming the
real financial liability. Whether for consti-
tutional reasons or otherwise the Federal
Minister considers that the most desirable
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ptocedure is that the State, by giving a
guarantee to the Commonwealth Bank, shall
provide such funds as ari necessary to an-
able the Commonwealth Marketing Board,
and the State Board, to have means to pro-
ceed with the carrying out of this scheme.
As the money comes in from the Wle of
apples and pears, the funds will be there
to pay for the bank advance and the
guarantee 'will, in due course, be cancelled.
There is no financial risk involved at all
because the whole scheme is guaranteed by
the Commonwealth in exactly the same way
as has been the case in prior years, but
writh this exception, that in 1949 the acqui-
sition part will be carried out by a State

*authority because the Commonwealth, consti-
tutionally, is no longer certain of its ability
to acquire apples and pears.

Mr. Marshall: It seems particularly doubt-
ful about the necessity for legislation of
tils sort having regard to the possible avail-
able markets.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
markets are by no means certain to absorb
the crop either of this State or of Tasmania
and if marketing is on a disorderly basis,
and not regulated over the year in the way
it has been done in the past by the Com-
monwealth Apple and Pear Hoard, then the
price may be such that the growers will
receive an extremely poor return for their
Product. In the ease of perishable articles
such as apples and pears-I amn speaking
more particularly pf apples because they
arc the major portion of the crop-members
I think will realise and know that all sorts
of things have to be done. They must be
kept in cold storage for many months; con-
tracts mint be made well in advance for
their storage and they have to be brought
on the market at the required time; ship-
ping has to be arranged; markets oversea
have to be sought and the necessary arrange-
ments made. I confess that until I had occa-
sion-originally through a shortage of boxes
-to go into the matter of marketing apples
and pears, I had no idea of the complexity
that is involved in the marketing of this
product.

Ron. A. H. Panton: You are now begin-
ning to realise the necessity of control.

The M~INISTER FOR HOUSING: I
realise the necessity of some measure to meet
the transition period between the dropping
of the Commonwealth marketing organisa-

tion and the return to a position where the
growers, having lost their old pmwar at-
rangamcents, arn compelled to take up and
make their own marketing arrangements.
Broadly speaking, the proposed agreeent
seeks to carry on for a further year as
nearly as possible what was done by the
Commonwealth under the National Security
Regulations, thereby giving the industry a
breathing space of six to eight months in
which to review the future and where nece-
sary to take steps to organise itself if it is
no Ionger to he able to rely upon Conm-
mnonwealth or State assistance.

Mr. Marshall: I think we give overdue
consideration to the producer and not
enough to the consumer inasmuch as we get
the windfalls and somebody else gets the
fruit.

The 'MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
think the producers might have another
story to tell. I think it has been the case
that the interests of the consumer have been
given full consideration, but I have yet to
learn that the industry has been receiving,
and is likely to receive, such large returns
that it can afford to be careles without ob-
taining a reasonable price for its product.
I wish to read a resolution of the Executive
of the Western Australian Fruitgrowers'
Association which met for some hours today
in order to study this Bill aud the proposed
agreement with the Commonwealth. The
Executive passed the following resolution:-

That this meeting of the State Executive
of the Western Australian Pruitgrowsre As-
sociation Inc. expresses on behalf of the
association its hearty appreciation of the re-
presentations made by the State Govern-
ment to the Commonwealth Government and
of the intention of the two Governments to
implement a plan for 1949 and endorses this
and the methods proposed for its applieatia,
and emphatically trusts that the plan will
be implemented accordingly.

This therefore is a proposal whieh has been
considered and sponsored by the association
which is representative of fmuitgrning in-
terests throughout the State and I feel that
it can be accepted with confidence.

Hon. J. . Sleeman: I do not think the
Housewives' Association would have passed
that.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I do
not know so much about that. I think they
are very fair.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: They are fair all
right.
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The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I am
not so sure that they would not be whole-
hecartedly behind the scheme. This has been
a matter of some anxiety to the industry
and, of course, to the Government in view
of the sudden announcement of the Common-
wealth that it was no longer proceeding
with the acquisition. On behalf of the Gov-
ernment and myself, I would like to express
appreciation of the assistance we have re-
ceived from the association and from all
those engaged in the industry and in par-
ticular from Mr. Soothill, the vice-chair-
man of the Australian Apple and Pear
Board, who has given his wide knowledge
and experience to help in framing this agree-
ment and the Bill by which it is to be imple-
men ted. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
On motion by Mr. Hoar, debate ad-

journed.

BILL-ACTS ANENDKKNT
(INCREASE OF FEES).

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

HON. A. R, G. HAWKE (Northam)
[10.10]: This Bill proposes to amend nine
different Acts for the purpose of enabling
higher fees than thoe now chargeable to
he levied against the different classes of
persons covered by those Acts. When
speaking this afternoon in connection with
the Bill to ratify the agreement made be-
tween the Government and the Perth City
Council, I expressed dissatisfaction at the
fact that that Bill, in addition to ratifying
the agreement, was also amending the
State Electricity Act. I suggested that the
principle of amending the Electricity Act by
a Bill, the main purpose of which was to
ratify an agreement between the Govern-
ment and the Perth City Council, was
wrong and undesirable. The offence in that
particular Bill is a very minor one comn-
pare~d with the same offence as permitted
by this Hill.

It is most undesirable! that we should
have a Bill before us to amend nine sep-
arate Acts. I know that from the point of
view of the Parliamentary Draftsman and
probably also from the point of view of
Ministers this is a very easy and convenient
way of tackling the problem. This method
means that we have before us for consid-

eration one Bill only, whereas if each sep-
arate Act were to be amended, nine sep-
arate Bills wvould have to be prepared and
each one would have to be separately intro-
duced and passed through Parliament.
Nevertheless, the convenience of the legal
profession and the public generally, is
surely a greater consideration thau the
convenience of the Parliamentary Drafts-
man and the Ministers of the Government.

The Attorney General: It is the same
form as the Roads and Reserves Bill.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: I am not sure
whether it is the same method but in any
event I suggest that this principle of
amending several Acts by introducing only
one amending Bill, is a procedure which
we ought to discourage as much as pos-
sible. The Premier, when introducing the
Bill, told us that it had become necessary
to amend the Acts in question because the
charges laid down under those Acts could
not be amended by regulation. He also
told us that where charges under any par-
ticular Act could be amended by regula-
tion, that action had been taken and the
fees and charges in question had been in-
creased.

The charges which are to be increased, if
this Bill becomes law, cover licenses in con-
nection with the business of auctioneers.
bake-houses, land agents, marine dealers,
moneylenders, pawnbrokers, secondhand
dealers, factories and shops and also mat-
ters in connection with deed polls and
licenses associated with the changing of
the names of individuals. No set formula
seems to have been used by the Govern-
ment in deciding these increases. It looks
to me as if some officer or Minister wats
instructed to make increases in the charges
and lhe took each item one by one and said,
"We will increase this particular charge
from so much to so much" with the re-
sult that the increases are not by
any means uniform. They are higgledy.'
piggledy as it were, and the percentage
increases vary considerably in the different
instances. I propose to read out the major
increases and the percentage increase each
one represents.

The annual general license for auctioneers
is at present £25, which is to be increased to

40or an increase of 20 per cent. For coun-
try licenses for auctioneers the increase is
from £15 to £20, or a percentage increase
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of 331 per cent. Why there should be an
additional 13J per cent. increase on country
licenses as against the general licenses, I am
completely at a loss to understand. For
district licenses for auctioneers, the increase
is from £6 to £V, or a percentage increase
of 50. Bakehouse licenses have increased
from 10s. a year to 1Us Why the Govern-
ment has bothered to make that miserable
increase, I ama certainty not able to under-
stand or explain. If any were thought to
he justified, surely a. greater increase than
Ns. & year should have been fired.

Mr. Yates: That brings down the aver-

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: Why the Gov-
ernment should waste its time by altering
an Act of Parliament for the purpose of
increasing an annual license fee from 10s.
to 12s., is likely to remain one of the. unex-
polained mysteries that will be the marvel of
members of Parliament in future years.

The Attorney General: You know that
there is provision by which these fees can
be altered by regulation.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE. I shall deal with
that point later on, but that does not explain
to the slightest extent why the Government
in this Bill should provide for an increase of
2s. a year in the license fees for bake-houses.
It should have either left the fee as at pre-
sent, or, if it considered an increase was
justified, provide one that was worth while.
The annual charge imposed upon land
agents has been increased from £5 to £7
10s., representing a 50 per cent. increase.
Evidently, the Government feels it can
safely "sock" the poor old marine dealers
becanse it has increased the license fee for
that section of the community from a1 to
£V, or an increase of 100 per cent. Appar-
ently, the marine dealers are not very many
in number or are not organised. Conse-
quently, the Government feels it can safely
and without fear of repercussions, electoral
or otherwise, "sock" these poor unfortunates
with a 100 per cent. increase in their annual
license fees.

Then again, evidently the Government is
not scared of moneylenders because their
annual license fee has been increased from
£5 to ZU0-an additional 1.00 per cent. On
the same basis of reasoning, the Government
is apparently substantially scared of the
pawnbrokers because the increase in their
annual license fee is only 50 per cent., the

charge rising from £10 to £15. I do not
know whether any Minister in the Govern-
ment has had any personal dealings with
pawnbrokers, and 'on that account wants to
curry favour as much as possible with the
pawnbroking profession, in consequence of
which that section of the community has
been "socked" to the extent of only 50 per
cent. Secondhand dealers are to get it in
the neck because their annual license fee
is to be doubled from 5s. to 10s. per year,
representing an increase of 1.00 per cent.
The Premier smiles very broadly and seems
to think that an increase from s. to 10s.
is not very much, although it represents an
additional 100 per cent. It has to he re-
membered, however, that secondhand dealers
have to battle for their existence. I suppose
their margins of profit are looked after very
carefully by the Minister and the Commis-
sioner for Price Control, and, in tIM cireum-
stances, the increase of only fse. per year
in the annual license fee would probably be
supervised by them.

The registration fee far factories and
shops is to be increased from 2s. 6d. to 3s.
per year where less than three persons are
employed and from £2 10s, to £3 where the
ntumber employed .is over 60. Thus the
Government is handling in very gent-
let and smoothest manner, the registered
proprietors of factories and shops because
the increase proposed to be imposed upon
those people is infinitesimal. Just why the
Government is handling this section of the
community so gently, is beyond my dlear
understanding, although I would hazard the
guess that many of those people have poli-
tical affiliations that would cause the Gov-
ernment not to want to offend them beyond
the slightest possible extent. In connection
with the change of names, the present rate
of 20s. for a deed poll is to he increased to
40s., representing an addition of 100 per
cent. and the present charge of 10s. for a
license in that regard is to be increased to
40$., an increase of 400 per cent,

I have no objection to these substantial
additions, because I feel in the back of my
mind, if not in the front of it, that anty
person who wishes to change his name must,
in the majority of instances, do so for
a purpose that is not 100 per cent. respect-
able. In the circumstances, any such per-
son should be prepared to suffer the imposi-
tion of a heavy financial penalty as pro-
posed.
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flou. J. B. Sleenap: TWu would not
apply when the Government wants to change
its a agnan, would it

Hon. A. It, G. HAWKE: Had there been
legislatios of this nature in operation over
the years, imposing a heavy financial charge
upon any political party that changed its
name, I am sure the Liberal Party would
now be fItancially broke.

Mr. Hegney: And not only the Liberal
Party.

Hon. A. I. G. HAWKE: The Premier
when he introduced the Bill told us that
the anticipated additional revenue as the
result of these alterations, was £.2,640 a
year. It will be seen, therefore, that the
additional revenue to be obtained by the
Treaury is merely a drop in the bucket-
a very small drop in a very big bucket. One
is led to wonder why the Bill has been intro-
duced. It may very well be that the Pre-
mier felt that, having "soeked" every other
section of the community during the IS
months he has been in office, on the grounds
of equity and fair dealing he ought to "sock"
this, lA remaining, very small section of the
cwomunity. As. the Attorney General inter-
jetted earlier, the Bill, in its aim to amend
each of the nine Acts in question, proposes
to alter them further by setting out that
each Act is to give the Governor-in-Counacil
powe in future to alter by regulation any
of thew fees and charges.,

That mens that when the Premier feels
it is financially desirable or politically safe
further to increase these charges, he will be
able to do so by the action of the Governor-
in-Council in extending approval to the
appropriate regulation, which will avoid the
necessity of bringing down Bills to amend
those Acts. As I understand the position,
Pariament will still have a say because
those regulations, will have to be tabled in
eaeh House of Parliament for consideration
by members, The Bill, in increasing charges
upon these sections of the community, is
rather intriguing to me, especially when we
realise that this Government has increased
chargesx in many other directions, such as
railway freigtts and fares, water charges,
tram farce and so forth.

The Premier: Did you say water
chargest

Hon. A. U, G. HAWKEl: They have been
increased in the metropolitan area.

The Premier: The Goveizouit. did not
do that. The increase is on accounit of tM
augmented valuatiors.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE: The Govern-
ment is collecting the additional charges
from the ratepayers. I iam paying miore in
connection with a small property I own in
the metropolitan area, and it is not much
satisfaction to be told by the Premier tha.t
the Government has not done it, seeing that
the Government is getting the benefit of
the increased charges. If the Government
did not desire to get the benefit of that ad-
ditional revenue, it could have prevented'
that increase.

The Premier: Anyhow it is due to in-
creased values.

Ron. A. R. G. HAWKD: It imposes an
additional charge upon thousands ofT
people. This is all very intriguing to me,
and particularly so in view of the fact that
this afternoon I looked through some edcc-
ticu advertisements the Premier was re-
sponsible for issuing in March, 1947. By
way of illustration, I want briefly to quote
from one of themn. The contents of the ad-
vertisement wilt not he particularly strange
to you, Mr. Speaker, and I amn sure they
will be very faniiliar-even uncomfortably
familiar at this time-to the Premier. The
advertisement appeared in "Tbe West Aus-
tralian" of the Cith March, 1947. It red-
Housewives:.
A word about that 5sg. increase in the basic

wage.
How Labour robs the workers-

The worker fondly imagines he hap had a
real 5s. rise, but his wife, the soundest little
econownist in the eountry...

The Premier: Rear, hear!I
Mr. Bovell: You cannot dispute that.
Hon. A. R. G. IEAWEE: I would like

to read that again, Mr. Speaker, if you
have no objection-
but his wife, the soundest little economist
in the 'country- -

The Premier: Hear, hear, again!1
Hon. A. A. M4. Coverley: Nice work!
lion. A. R. G. HAWKE: I shall con-

knows otherwise. She knows that extra in-
come tax takes its toll. She also knows of the
increases which have recently been ai and
which are about to be mde by tMe labour
Govcranieut in the price of cigarettes, cloth-
ing and tea. Increased road and rail fares
and increased water rates are next on
Labour's list.
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Mr. Kelly: They have all risen since,
too.

Mr. Leslie: 'You told us that we were
following in Labour's footsteps. How true
that was]

Hon. A. R. G. IIAWKE: I can under-
stand the member for Mt. Marshall want-
ing to qviet his conscience in this regard,
because I think he a~uthorised a similar ad-
vertisement and probably had something to
to do with the preparation of other adver-
tisements.

Mr. Leslie: No, you cannot claim that.
H1on. A. B. G. HAWKE: Continuing-
The housewife knows that this is the

labour Governnent's. cunnizg method of
turniag the increased basic wage into a cruel
and bitter farces. She is unable to makes ends
meet.

Mr. Yates; That was back in 1947, was
it notI

en. A. R. G-. HAWKE:- This adver-
tisemnt was, as I said, published by the
Liberal Party in "The West Australian" of
the 6th March 1947. 1 think we might
very easily apply it to what the present
overnment has been doing during the past

12 months, except that the present Govern-
ment is doing far worse than it prophesied.
the Labour Government of Mfarch, 1947,'would do, bad it beern returned to office.
The Premier, in introducing this Bill, hadI
to eat-unpleasant as the process 'was--
the words which he used on the public plat-
form in March, 1947, and the wor& for
which he was partly or wholly responsible in
adverdsemeuts such as the one I read a
mnoment ago. It is altogether intriguing, and
to $meh ertent grimly Satisfying, to me to
see Minister 9fter Minister of this Govern-
mneat stand up and eat the wordls so freely
used in the eection campaign of 1947 sand in
the referendumi campaigns that have taken
place in the last two yenrt. We fnd Minister
after Minister, when initroducing Bils Simi-
lar to the nine now before us, pleading the
enaet opposite of what they told th, people
in the campaigns I have mentioned.

Today the Government is introducing
legislation to increase, price and charges and
to miake it more difficult for that
woftderful little economist-the hest little
esotom~ist in the country, the housewife
-to make ends meet, or to get them
anywhere wer meeting. Minister after
Minister bas introduced legilation to eon-

tinue the regimentation of the community,
to continue the strictest system of control,
over this, that and the other sections. As
a matter of fact, the Government is regi-
mentation-mad. I often wonder how long
the Honorary Minister will be able to put
-up -with the activities of her colleagues in
controlling and regimenting the people of
the State.' I imagine that her patience must
be about completely exhausted, and I should
not be a bit surprised if, in the near future,
before this session closes, she is not respon-
sible for the creation of a Cabinet crisis in
Western Australia similar to the one now
existing jn Victoria.

MR. SHEARN (Maylands) [10.36]:
After having heard the Acting Leader of
the Opposition humourously discuss this
Bill, I have no intention of traversing its
provisions. I cannot, however, conceive that
the Premier introduced the measure because
of its revenue-earning capacity, and there-
fore I ask myself the reason why he did in-
troduce it. I am hoping that one of tb~e
main reasons will be that, as a result of
these increased fees, the people who
provide the additional funds will benefit.
Section 2 of the parent Act provides that
no person shall carry on business as a
land agent unless he is licensed. That car-
ries attendant responsibilities, ineluding the
provision of a bond, before he ean' obtain
a license. Section 3,3 of the parent Act
provides that any person who carries on
business without a license shall be liable to
a heavy penalty.

Will the Premier informn the House
whether any part of this inicreased revenue
will be applied in properly policing the Act,
because I can assure the Premaier that a
number of people in this State ame flagrantly
committing breaches of the Act, in that they
are not registered, yet are carrying on busi-
ness. If the fees are to be increased, I con-
sider it to be the duty of the Government,
through the appropriate auithority-the
police--to make every reasonable effort to
see that licensed people and the public shall
have a greater mheasure of protection than at
preent. I hope the Premier will be able to
indicate to the House that he intend; to do
what I suggest.

TEE PREJMR (Hon. D. Rt. Mcbarty-
Mnrray-Wellingtoa--in reply) [10.391: I
take it that the Acting Leader of the Op-
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position is supporting the second reading
of the Bill.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: That will depend
upon the Premier's reply.

The PREMIER:- One thing that has
struck me miost forcibly since I assumned
the Treasurership is bow ready members of
Parliament are to ask that expenditure
should be incurred in every possible direc-
tion.

lon. A. R. GI. Hawke: It was ever thus!

The PREMIER: I think it was ever thus!
Perhaps t-he Acting Leader of the Opposi-
tion will agree, too, that it was ever thus
when there was a complaint about a rise
in taxation I

lion, A. R. Q. Hawke: Yes.

The P'REMIER - I do not pr-opose to
traverse the budget again.

Hfon. A. H. Panton: 'Why?

The PREMiER: I gave very full infor-
mation in regard to the budgetary position.

findicated then that vertain charges would
have to he mnade in order that additional
revenue could he obtained. I said I hope(
to get in the vicinity of £1,000,000, aud
that if I could not, the State would be in
an1 exceedingly difficult position. No Gov-
erment likesi the idea of imposing addi-
tional taxation.

Hon. A. H. Panton: 1. think you do.

The PREMTIER: No, the member for
Leederville is quite wrong. I dto not like
the idea of imposing additional taxation. I
told the Acting Leader of the Opposition
that, because of my intense dislike to doing
that, I had endeavoured to make these
charges as light as possible. The Govern-
ment has had to look round in very many
directions in order to secure additional
revenue. I hope this year to get about
£E898,000.

Ron. J1. B. Sleeinan: How much do you
expect to get by way of increase from the
bakersT

The PREMIER: Only an additional £30,
which shows, how moderate we are, and how
considerate we are to those tho have to
hear this additional tax.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The bakers will put
a halfpenny on the price of the loaf for
that.

The 13RE1 MLER: 'No. Care has been
taken that no increase can be made in the
direction suggested by the member for
Leederville.

Mr. Mfarshall: You ought to be able to
get a bit more dough fromi the baker!

The PREMIER: Mr. Speaker, the debate
is becoming rather flippant and I had bet-
ter he more serious. The Acting Leader of
the Opposition made some complaint about
nine separate Bills being amended as the
result of this measure. I can see no seriou,.
ob ,jection. to that;, in fact, I am unable to
see why there shou$d be ainy objection at
all. It is surely better to bring those nine
small Acts into one Bill, than to have nine
separate Bills. The public will know
exactly what is happening, as all the addi-
tional charges are set out in separate
clauses. I cannot see that any hardship or
inconvenience will be inflicted Upon an%)

scinof the community.

Hon. A. R. 0. Hawke: It could be very
confusing.

The PEIER: It is not confusing. Thol
charges are plainly set out. As the Acting
Leader of the Opposition has said, the Bill
also provides that, should it be desired on
some future occasion to increase these
charges, they may be increased by regula-
tion, instead of introducing legislation to
effect that purpose. As I explained whon
introducing the Bill, most of these charge.-
ran be dealt with by regulation. I do not
know why there should be any differentia-
tion in regard to the items contained in thi
Bill. If Parliament disagrees -with the in-
veed charges made bVy regulation, thE
reg-ulations can be disallowed. No greal
hardship is; being imposed and it is man>
years since any increased charges have beea
made in the case of the industries or busi-
nesses mentioned in the Bill.

Mr. Marshall: Are you sure that man>
of these people have not been hrapped undei
measures such as the Health Act, and so on"

The PREMIER: I do not think the>
have. At all events, this legislation deal.
with specific items, and the cbarges men-
tionedl have not been raised for many year.,
We must have additional revenue froar
somewhere, and in these times every, littli
helps. If the member for AMaylands. car
show me where certain improvements can bt
made in relation to the matters he referre4
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to, consideration will be given to them, but
I make no definite promise at this stage that
the money that is to be raised will be used
for any specific purpose. I think I have
covered the matters referred to by members
and I hope the Bill will be spreed to.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee etc.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, !reporWe without amendment and
the report adopted.

Bill read a third time and transmitted to
the Council.

BILk-BUSH FIRES ACT
AMENDMENT (No. 2).

.%'cond Reading.

Debate resumed from 24th November.

MR. HOAR ('Nelson) [lO.50]:1I find little
difficulty in supporting the measure, the in-
tention of which is to amend the Bush Fires
Act. The main purpose of the Bill is firstly
to interpret more clearly the provisions of
the parent Act covering the binning-off
period throughout the State, where districts
vary conside-rably in the matter of fire
hazard, and to bring all railway land-in-
cluding the Midland line--under the pro-
visions of the Act. The intention is, further,'
to synehronise the work of private land-
holders with that of the Raway Depart-
nient or railway companies in the burning
of fire-breaks. It alv deals with the fitting
of spark-arresiters to tractors and the
furnishing of returns by local authorities
showing statistics in relation to fires. The
Minister was right when he said thant con-
siderable confusion can exist regarding
some sections of the Act governing the
periods of control of burning and of total
prohibition. He said there were two dis-
tinct periods governing the control of fires
in the State, but actually I believe there
are three periods. The first is between the
31st May and the 1st Oteober in any year.
That is considered to be a period safe for
[i; lighting of fires, for clearing, cleaning
op generally, or the precautionary measures
that a. farmer or landholder desires to take.
ft is considered that a man can safely light
llres. in that period without the permission
3f the Minister or his representative.

The second period dealt with is from the
1st October to the 31st May the following
year. During that eight months period, it
is permissible to light fires, but with cer-
tain restrictions laid down in the Act. Super-
imposed on those provisions there is the
power of the Governor to declare at any
time any part of the State to be a pro-
hibited area for the lighting of fire.. That
power has been proved necessary and, al-
though I do not believe it has been used to
any great extent, it is essential, because of
the varying conditions and fire hazards in
the different districts. That power cen be
and is on occasion used to counter the in-
creasing fire hazards. When I examined
the At-it was the first time I had read
it thoroughly-I realised that the varying
periods and changing circumstances respon-
sible for the different dates for the prohibi-
tion of burning must he confusing to many
people and, to some extent, to local auth-
orities. It is a good thing that an effort is
made in the Bill to clarify the situation as
far as possible and to define more clearly
the sections of the Act governing these eon-
tingencies.

The Minister and the department have
done a reasonably good job in this regard.
It is not easy to collate these various provi-
sions into a comprehensive measure readily
understandable by anyone but, so far as it
is possible for that to be done, it has been
done in this imeasure. I approve of the pro-
posal to bring the Midland Railway Com-
pany under the provisions of the Act. I
visualise the day-perhaps not far distant
-when there illi be a co-ordination
throughout the State of the activities of all
fire brigades and local authorities ina the
provision of safety measures in relation to
fires. Knowing, as I do, the danger that
railway property can be to adjoining land-
holders, I consider it is necessary that such
properties should be cleaned up at regular
intervals. It would be absurd if, in an en-
deavour to achieve that degree of safety in
the country districts of the State, the Mid-
land line was exempted from the provisions
of the Act. I have no hesitation in approv-
ing of that provision in the Bill.-

The Governor has certain powers that
override those of the Minister in regard to
declaring certain times as prohibited burn-
ing periods. Included in the Bill is power
for the Minister to supersede the Governor's
notice of prohibited burning times and, on
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his own authority, to suspend the operations
1of any such declaration with retard to any
land used for railway purposes subject to
such conditions as may be prescribed or as
may be imposed by the Minister for any
period expiring not later than the 24th day
of December in any yearly period. I think
the Minister should have that power, but I
cannot understand why the 24th December
has been chosen. Under the Act, there is
provision for a two-monthly period only.
The Governor may from time to time sus-
pend the operation of any declaration made
tinder the ection so far as that declaration
extends to any railway reserves or any land
under the control of the Conservator of
Forests, for any period not exceeding eight
week,; in any one year.

I may not have been attentive when the
Minister spoke, but I do mot know why he
has chosen the 24th December for this parti-
*cular date. As I see it, the object of the
Bill is to encourage co-operation between
the Railway Department, railway companies
and landholders with adjoining land, in
simultaneonsly burning, but if the Railway
Department is to have an extended date
granted, taking it to the 24th December, the
ro-operation detired by the Minister will not
be achieved, as at that time many farmers
will wish to go away for their annual holi-
day. lt those circumstances there will be
difficulty in notifying them of intention to
burn railway land or reserv's in time for
themn to en-operate or be of assistance. I
do not kniow whether the Minister has given
that aspeet eonsideration, but I think that,
to attain useful result-eq, farmiefs and land-
holders ghould be notified of the intention
of the Railway Department or railway comn-
panties inl sufficient timne for them to mnake
their arrangements.

At preen, when railnay proper-ty is to be
bmand off, the Governor or the Minister is
notited that an announcemnt 'will be made
in the mGaaette," which may or may not be
rvad b y foamrs, and yet the farmer 'has ito
gin t"o days' no"ei to his Ioeal authority
before he mm burn a firebreak adjoining the
lefnd that the Railway Department intends
to burn off. The farmer is required by I**
in give 48 hours' notiev and =nles the Rail-
way Department. eo-operates to the ertent
of givlaw the farmner or loeal authority eno-
%iderably ager natice, co-peration cannot
he nblikipd. The intention mhould be pub-
liciem in hal aevapa per or by leaflet, if

necessary, delivered to tAdjoining lani
holders. Unless that is done, we will ftn
repeated instances of railway property Ni
ing burned without the farmers knowin
much about it, and in that case they wi
not be able to co-operate with the Railwa
Department or railway companies in Ab
way desired.

The Minister desires that all tractoi
should have spark-arresters fitted to thei
and made compulsury from the 1st Octolx
or in the prohibitive burning off period t
the 31st Mlay of the following year. This ala
is a good suggestion. We know from ei
perience what damage sparks from railma
engines have done in past years. One he
only to look up the records of the Foresti
Department to see that the number of fli
caused by sparks from locomotives is fa
higher during the period under reviei
Meehanisation of farming is proceeding
rapidly that it can easily be seen that tE
fire hazard will be increased to a great(
extent when more tractors become availabli
It is ail excellent idea that tractors ehoul
be compelled, particularly in the dangero
periods, to have spark-arresters adapted I
the machinery. I put An amendment on tf
notice paper to the clause dealing -wit
spark-arresters, not because I felt it Wt
necessary for this to be done in the gont]
West. f did, however, feel at the time thi
some sevtions of the N orthern wheatbe
might be affected and it would be wrise I
have spark-arresters fitted for the whole
the yea-r because of the fire risk that ea
occur outside the prescribed dates. Aft(
giving the matter consideration and talkii
i. over with farmers in those areas I t
not think there is miuch value in the amew
ment and I propose not to procee With

Another suggestion in the Bill is that loo
authoritins should furbish in their retoar]
their estimates of fire losse. I want I
knew whether those re-turns should inklet
the fires started in foreet lands& A grei
deal of the forest in the South-West torn,
within the Mahjimup Road Board distri,
and other districts art affected also. '
seeims that if the local authorities are to I
madl. responsible for fnrnlshing th depot
me-it with deta-ils regarding fires, not 0111
with ntsu* to losses but as to thair origi
then a good deal of work sad expense NO
be thmown ojn those bodies that they ean i
afford to mnert.
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I do not know how far the inister intends
to press this partilar elapsev. I certainly s&p-
prove of the idos and I know it is supported
to a considerable extent by lees1 authorities
hut nowhere near 100% which the Mizuser
would like,. I therefore consider that the
local authorities should give some thought
to the implementingv of this work. It is all
very well to include in the Bill something
moandatory on the local authorities, hut I do
not approve of it to any great extent unless
there is some recompense for the cost which
these bodies will incur by their efforts on
behalf of the department. . Generally speak-
ing, I am in favour of the Bill and support
the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

its Comititee.

Mr. Perkins in the Chair; the Micister
for l4nds in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I. to 6--agreed to.

Clause 7-Amendment of Section -11:
The MTNISTNR FOR LANDS: I move

an amendment-
That in line 2 of pAragraph (b) after theo

wvord ''anyj" the words ''second timie oc-
,urrlng" beinserted.

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
is amended, arced to.

Clauses 8 to 16, Title-ageed to.
Bill reported with an aujendineut and

$e report adopted.

BILL-C-ATTLE INDUSTRY
OMPENSATION.

I," Committee.
Mr. Perkis in the Chair; the Miinter

:or Lands in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 3-agreed to.

Clause 4-Jsterpretation:-
Ur. NALDER: I move an amiendment.-
That in line 2 of the interpretation of

'cattle" after the word "calf" the words
'over the age of six mionths"l be struck out.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: What
oft the hon. member propose to, insert in
'lace of those words?
Mr. Nalder: Nothing.

The MUISTER FOR LANDS: I am
re-pared to accept that aweudzaut.

14r. Rodoreda: Wbyt

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: It brings
all calves under the Act.

Mr. Rodoreda.: Why did you nut do that
when framing the Bill?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: I did
not frame it.

Amendment put and passed; the clause7,
as amended, agreed to.

Clauses 5 to 7-agreed to.
Clause 8-Amount of compensationi:
Mr. NALDER: For beef cattle the mar-

ket value is to be deemed not to exceed £10.
Is the Minister prepared to increase the
Wnount?

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: A
dairyman co tributes to the fund in respect
of cattle sold and also on production and
thus makes a larger contribution to the fund
than the man engaged in beef production.
The amnount of £:10 is reasonable.

Mr. NALDER: I disagree with the Min-
ister. By the time a beast has been brought
to the marketable stage, a sum of £15 would
be little enough. I move an amendment-

That is line 2 of paragraph (b) of the pro-
viso the word "ten" be struck out and the
word "fifteen" inserted in lieu.

The MINISTER FOB LANDS: The
amendment should not be accepted. When
a beast has to be destroyed, it is a sick ani-
mal, and surely its market value would not
be £15. The effect of the amendment would
be to put the dairyman in the position of
assisting to compensate the breeder of beef
cattle.

Mr. Graham: The member for Wagin de-
sires that the amount should not exceed
£15.

The MWNISTER FOR LANDS: I con-
s9ider that £31) is a fair maximum.

Amendment put azid a division taken with
the following result:-

Noes

Majority for

Ayias
Mr. AalaRud
Mr. Dorell
Mr. Corn el t
Mr. CovewLey
Ur. FOX
Mr. Greham
Mr. HawLks
Mr. H7oar
31r. Ketly
Mr. Leslie

15

15

Mr. Marsrhall
my. Mayr
Mr. Mutrray
Mr. NWder
Mir. NA4jlxa

Mr. Naleen
Mr, Pptan
Mr. Reynolds
Mir. Sleman
XT. Brsr~t

(TellcrJ
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Mr. Abbott
Mr. Brady
Mrs. 'Oardell-Olirer
Mr. Doney
Mr. Orsyden
Mr. Herney
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Metarty

Nose
Mr. Bedored
Mr. Seward
Mir. Shesra
Mr. Thorn
Mr. Watts
Mr. Yates
Mr. Hill

Amendment thus passed; die
amended, agreed to.

Clauses 9 to 12-agreed to.

Clause 13-Establishment of ca
pensation fund:

The MINISTER FOR LANDS
an amendment-

That in line 7 of Subelause (4)
"five" be struck out and the wor
inserted in lieu.

Amendment put and passed; tI
as amended, agreed to.

Clause 14--Statements to be
on sale of heef cattle aud stamps

Mr. NALDER: I move an ame
That in line 1 of Subelase (1'

word "registered" be struck out.
Amendment put and passed; the

amended, agreed to.
Clauses 15 and 16-agreed to.

Clause 17-Statements to be ma
sales of dairy cattle and milk or
and stamps affixed:

Mr. HOAR: Subelause (2)r
dairyman to write out a stateme
quantity of milk or butter-fat
the amount of the purchase moac:
date, affix a-nd cancel the stamps
or by registered letter transmit
snent to the purchaser within sever
comply with that would he an ab:
i)ossibility. The logical thing to
be to strike out the subelause an
provision that would enable the
that receive the cream and know
tity to furnish a statement on beb
dairymen once a muonth.

The MINISTER FOR LANDh
cussed this point with the departi
the desire is that the producer
mit, a monthly statement. Perhaps
strike out paragraph (c) of Sube

Mr. Graham: That would meali
statement could be given in 12 ni

The MiNISTER FOR LANDS
have the question looked into
and ant amendment moved in anot

Mr. Graham: Make it six week

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: I sug.
gest we amend this paragraph by striking
out the word "registered" in the first line,
and deleting the word "seven" and inserting
in lieu the word "thirty". I move an

(Teller.) amendment-
clause, a.- That in line I of paragraph (a) of Sub,

clause (2) the word 'registered" be struck
out.

Mr. NALDER: The -Minister's objeci
ttle eom-~ woul3d be achieved by inserting the wor 2

"monthly" after the word "sold" in tlu
Imove thirdl line of paragraph (a).

The Minister for Lands: That is tht
the word wrong place.
d "four" Mr. HOAR: I do not think the Minis

ter's suggestion will solve the problem. VI
lie clause, will still leave the responsibility in thE

hands of the dairy farmer to write out thi
made out statement mentioned in paragraph (a).
affixed:- Mr. BOVELL: I am in agreement witi
ndment- the member for Nelson. This will impos(

(e) the another task on the already over-workec
dairy farmer. The receiving depots sluoulc

clause, as be responsible for furnishing those returns
The MINISTER FOR LANDS; Is it anj

trouble for a producer to make out

de ot on statement once a month from his returns
duer ut and affix the necessary stamps to it ani

buter at send it to the corret authority?

equirMr. Hoar: He has to return it to ti
ut o the place from where it came.

showing The MINISTER FOR LANDS:- I a
y and the prepared to extend the 30 days.
and give Mr. Bovell: This imposes on the pro

the state- ducer some clerical work he should not b,
days. To called upon to do.

solute ire- Mr. FOX: The Minister has inserted th,
do would amendment in the wrong place. It wouli
d insert a be better to strike out the whole- clause ai
companies have a new one drafted.

te of the Amendment put and passed.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Do w

3: 1 dis- want to impose work on the factories
neat, and Surely the producer has the health an'

shall sub- strength to copy the factory returns. 'fbi
we could is brought down in the interests of th

lause (2). producer.
that the Mr. Hoar: Wait till he sees it.

tontns. The MINISTER FOR LANDS: I dis
:I could cussed the matter with some of them toda

tomorrow, and they are delighted with it. The ineir
her place. )ber for North-East Fremantle was in faN
:s. our of the measure. We will next be asL-
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lag the factories to make out the tax re-
turns for producers.

Mr. Rovell: The factories have to make
out these returns; this only means an extra
piece of carbon to them.

The MINISTER FOR LANflS: I want
the producer to make out his own return
each month or five weeks. I move an
amendment-

That in line 2 of paragraph (e) of Sub-
clause (2) the word "'seven"' be struck out
with a viewv to inserting the word ''forty''
in lieu.

That will give the producer plenty of time
to make out his return.

Mr. RODOREDA: I can understand
what the Minister desires to do, but if we
read the clause with the proposed amend-
ment inserted, then I do not think it wvill
accomplish what he desires. There is
nothing about a monthly return in the
clause but if the amendment is agreed to
it will simply state that be will have to
make a return for any and every sale made
by him within 40 days of such sale.

Progress reported.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL.
THE PREMEIER, (Ron. D. RI. MeLarty-

Alurray-Wellington) I move-
That the House at its rising adjourn till 3

p.m., Friday, the 3rd December.
Question put and passed.

House adjou~rned at 11. 47 p.m.

Pglfztte ( kzmblg.

Friday, 3rd December, 1948.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 p.m.
and read prayers.

BILL-MARKETING OF APPLES AND
PEARS.

Ml essage.

Message from the Governor received and
read recommending appropriation for the
purposes of the Bill.

QUESTIONS.

COAL.

As to Black Diamond Leasesq, Production.
etc.

Eon. A. R. 6. HAWKE asked the Pre-
mier:

(1) When dlid Amnalgamnated Collieries of
W.A. Ltd. commence work this year on the
Black Diamond Leases?

(2) What is the total cost of all work
carried out by the company on the leases
to 31st October last?

(3) How much of such cost had been re-
couped to the comniiy lI) the Government
nt that date?
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